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Abstract
We summarize basic features associated to dynamical breaking of the electroweak
symmetry. The knowledge of the phase diagram of strongly coupled theories as
function of the number of colors, flavors and matter representation plays a funda-
mental role when trying to construct viable extensions of the standard model (SM).
Therefore we will report on the status of the phase diagram for SU(N) gauge the-
ories with fermionic matter transforming according to arbitrary representations of
the underlying gauge group. We will discuss how the phase diagram can be used
to construct unparticle models. We will then review Minimal Walking Technicolor
(MWT) and other extensions, such as partially gauged and split technicolor. MWT
is a sufficiently general, symmetry wise, model to be considered as a benchmark
for any model aiming at breaking the electroweak symmetry dynamically. The uni-
fication of the standard model gauge couplings will be revisited within technicolor
extensions of the SM. A number of appendices are added to review some basic
methods and to provide useful details. In one of the appendices we will show how
to gain information on the spectrum of strongly coupled theories relevant for new
extensions of the SM by introducing and using alternative large N limits.
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1 Introduction
A number of possible generalizations of the standard model (SM) have been conceived (see
[1] for a nice review). Such extensions are introduced on the base of one or more guiding
principles or prejudices.
In the models we will consider here the electroweak symmetry breaks via a fermion bilinear
condensate. The Higgs sector of the standard model becomes an effective description of a more
fundamental fermionic theory. This is similar to the Ginzburg-Landau theory of superconduc-
tivity. If the force underlying the fermion condensate driving electroweak symmetry breaking
is due to a strongly interacting gauge theory these models are termed technicolor.
Technicolor, in brief, is an additional non-abelian and strongly interacting gauge theory
augmented with (techni)fermions transforming under a given representation of the gauge group.
The Higgs Lagrangian is replaced by a suitable new fermion sector interacting strongly via a
new gauge interaction (technicolor). Schematically:
LHiggs → −1
4
FµνF
µν + iQ¯γµD
µQ+ · · · , (1.1)
where, to be as general as possible, we have left unspecified the underlying nonabelian gauge
group and the associated technifermion (Q) representation. The dots represent new sectors
which may even be needed to avoid, for example, anomalies introduced by the technifermions.
The intrinsic scale of the new theory is expected to be less or of the order of one TeV. The
chiral-flavor symmetries of this theory, as for ordinary QCD, break spontaneously when the
technifermion condensate Q¯Q forms. It is possible to choose the fermion charges in such a
way that there is, at least, a weak left-handed doublet of technifermions and the associated
right-handed one which is a weak singlet. The covariant derivative contains the new gauge
field as well as the electroweak ones. The condensate spontaneously breaks the electroweak
symmetry down to the electromagnetic and weak interactions. The Higgs is now interpreted as
the lightest scalar field with the same quantum numbers of the fermion-antifermion composite
field. The Lagrangian part responsible for the mass-generation of the ordinary fermions will
also be modified since the Higgs particle is no longer an elementary object.
Models of electroweak symmetry breaking via new strongly interacting theories of techni-
color type [2, 3] are a mature subject (for recent reviews see [4, 5]). One of the main difficulties
in constructing such extensions of the standard model is the very limited knowledge about
generic strongly interacting theories. This has led theorists to consider specific models of tech-
nicolor which resemble ordinary quantum chromodynamics and for which the large body of
experimental data at low energies can be directly exported to make predictions at high energies.
Unfortunately the simplest version of this type of models are at odds with electroweak preci-
sion measurements. New strongly coupled theories with dynamics very different from the one
featured by a scaled up version of QCD are needed [6].
We will review models of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking making use of new
type of four dimensional gauge theories [6, 7, 8] and their low energy effective description [9]
useful for collider phenomenology. The phase structure of a large number of strongly interacting
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nonsupersymmetric theories, as function of number of underlying colors will be uncovered with
traditional nonperturbative methods [10] as well as novel ones [11]. Finally we will explore the
unification of the standard model couplings within technicolor extensions [12, 13].
6
2 Dynamical Electroweak Symmetry Breaking
Our goal is to review recent theoretical developments not present in earlier reviews on dy-
namical breaking of the electroweak theory. Hence we urge the reader to complement the
present reading with earlier ones. The most recent reviews are the ones by Hill and Simmons
[4] and Lane [5]. Other reviews are available [14, 15, 16, 17].
It is a fact that the standard model (SM) does not fail, when experimentally tested, to de-
scribe all of the known forces to a very high degree of experimental accuracy. This is true even
if we include gravity. Why is it so successful?
The SM is a low energy effective theory valid up to a scale Λ above which new interactions,
symmetries, extra dimensional worlds or any possible extension can emerge. At sufficiently
low energies with respect to the cutoff scale Λ one expresses the existence of new physics via
effective operators. The success of the SM is due to the fact that most of the corrections to its
physical observable depend only logarithmically on the cutoff scale Λ.
Superrenormalizable operators are very sensitive to the cut off scale. In the standard model
there exists only one operator with naive mass dimension two which acquires corrections quadratic
in Λ. This is the squared mass operator of the Higgs boson. Since Λ is expected to be the highest
possible scale, in four dimensions the Planck scale, it is hard to explain naturally why the mass
of the Higgs is of the order of the electroweak scale. The Higgs is also the only particle pre-
dicted in the SM yet to be directly produced in experiments. Due to the occurrence of quadratic
corrections in the cutoff this is the SM sector highly sensitve to the existence of new physics.
In Nature we have already observed Higgs-type mechanisms. Ordinary superconductivity
and chiral symmetry breaking in QCD are two time-honored examples. In both cases the mech-
anism has an underlying dynamical origin with the Higgs-like particle being a composite object
of fermionic fields.
2.1 The Higgs Sector of the Standard Model
The Higgs sector of the standard model possesses, when the gauge couplings are switched
off, an SUL(2) × SUR(2) symmetry. The full symmetry group can be made explicit when
re-writing the Higgs doublet field
H =
1√
2
(
pi2 + i pi1
σ − i pi3
)
(2.2)
as the right column of the following two by two matrix:
[i τ2H
∗ , H] =
1√
2
(σ + i ~τ · ~pi) ≡M . (2.3)
The SUL(2)× SUR(2) group acts linearly on M according to:
M → gLMg†R and gL/R ∈ SUL/R(2) . (2.4)
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One can verify that:
M
(1− τ 3)
2
= [0 , H] . M
(1 + τ 3)
2
= [i τ2H
∗ , 0] . (2.5)
The SUL(2) symmetry is gauged by introducing the weak gauge bosons W a with a = 1, 2, 3.
The hypercharge generator is taken to be the third generator of SUR(2). The ordinary covariant
derivative acting on the Higgs, in the present notation, is:
DµM = ∂µM − i g WµM + i g′M Bµ , with Wµ = W aµ
τa
2
, Bµ = Bµ
τ 3
2
. (2.6)
The Higgs Lagrangian is
L = 1
2
Tr
[
DµM
†DµM
]− m2
2
Tr
[
M †M
]− λ
4
Tr
[
M †M
]2
. (2.7)
At this point one assumes that the mass squared of the Higgs field is negative and this leads to
the electroweak symmetry breaking. Except for the Higgs mass term the other SM operators
have dimensionless couplings meaning that the natural scale for the SM is encoded in the Higgs
mass1
At the tree level, when taking m2 negative and the self-coupling λ positive, one determines:
〈σ〉2 ≡ v2weak =
|m2|
λ
and σ = vweak + h , (2.8)
where h is the Higgs field. The global symmetry breaks to its diagonal subgroup:
SUL(2)× SUR(2)→ SUV (2) . (2.9)
To be more precise the SUR(2) symmetry is already broken explicitly by our choice of gauging
only an UY (1) subgroup of it and hence the actual symmetry breaking pattern is:
SUL(2)× UY (1)→ UQ(1) , (2.10)
with UQ(1) the electromagnetic abelian gauge symmetry. According to the Nambu-Goldstone’s
theorem three massless degrees of freedom appear, i.e. pi± and pi0. In the unitary gauge these
Goldstones become the longitudinal degree of freedom of the massive elecetroweak gauge-
bosons. Substituting the vacuum value for σ in the Higgs Lagrangian the gauge-bosons quadratic
terms read:
v2weak
8
[
g2
(
W 1µW
µ,1 +W 2µW
µ,2
)
+
(
gW 3µ − g′Bµ
)2]
. (2.11)
1The mass of the proton is due mainly to strong interactions, however its value cannot be determined within
QCD since the associated renormalization group invariant scale must be fixed to an hadronic observable.
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The Zµ and the photon Aµ gauge bosons are:
Zµ = cos θW W
3
µ − sin θWBµ ,
Aµ = cos θW Bµ + sin θWW
3
µ , (2.12)
with tan θW = g′/g while the charged massive vector bosons areW±µ = (W
1± iW 2µ)/
√
2. The
bosons masses M2W = g
2 v2weak/4 due to the custodial symmetry satisfy the tree level relation
M2Z = M
2
W/ cos
2 θW . Holding fixed the EW scale vweak the mass squared of the Higgs boson is
2λv2weak and hence it increases with λ. We recall that the Higgs Lagrangian has a familiar form
since it is identical to the linear σ Lagrangian which was introduced long ago to describe chiral
symmetry breaking in QCD with two light flavors.
Besides breaking the electroweak symmetry dynamically the ordinary Higgs serves also the
purpose to provide mass to all of the standard model particles via the Yukawa terms of the type:
− Y ijd Q¯iLHdjR − Y iju Q¯iL(iτ2H∗)ujR + h.c. , (2.13)
where Yq is the Yukawa coupling constant, QL is the left-handed Dirac spinor of quarks, H the
Higgs doublet and q the right-handed Weyl spinor for the quark and i, j the flavor indices. The
SUL(2) weak and spinor indices are suppressed.
When considering quantum corrections the Higgs mass acquires large quantum corrections
proportional to the scale of the cut-off squared.
m2ren −m2 ∝ Λ2 . (2.14)
Λ is the highest energy above which the SM is no longer a valid description of Nature and
a large fine tuning of the parameters of the Lagrangian is needed to offset the effects of the
cut-off. This large fine tuning is needed because there are no symmetries protecting the Higgs
mass operator from large corrections which would hence destabilize the Fermi scale (i.e. the
electroweak scale). This problem is often referred as the hierarchy problem of the SM.
2.2 Superconductivity versus Electroweak Symmetry Breaking
The breaking of the electroweak theory is a relativistic screening effect. It is useful to paral-
lel it to ordinary superconductivity which is also a screening phenomenon albeit non-relativistic.
The two phenomena happen at a temperature lower than a critical one. In the case of super-
conductivity one defines a density of superconductive electrons ns and to it one associates a
macroscopic wave function ψ such that its modulus squared
|ψ|2 = nC = ns
2
, (2.15)
is the density of Cooper’s pairs. That we are describing a nonrelativistic system is manifest in
the fact that the macroscopic wave function squared, in natural units, has mass dimension three
while the modulus squared of the Higgs wave function evaluated at the minimum is equal to
9
< |H|2 >= v2weak/2 and has mass dimension two, i.e. is a relativistic wave function. One can
adjust the units by considering, instead of the wave functions, the Meissner-Mass of the photon
in the superconductor which is
M2 = q2ns/(4me) , (2.16)
with q = −2e and 2me the charge and the mass of a Cooper pair which is constituted by two
electrons. In the electroweak theory the Meissner-Mass of the photon is compared with the
relativistic mass of the W gauge boson
M2W = g
2v2weak/4 , (2.17)
with g the weak coupling constant and vweak the electroweak scale. In a superconductor the
relevant scale is given by the density of superconductive electrons typically of the order of
ns ∼ 4×1028m−3 yielding a screening length of the order of ξ = 1/M ∼ 10−6cm. In the weak
interaction case we measure directly the mass of the weak gauge boson which is of the order of
80 GeV yielding a weak screening length ξW = 1/MW ∼ 10−15cm.
For a superconductive system it is clear from the outset that the wave function ψ is not a
fundamental degree of freedom, however for the Higgs we are not yet sure about its origin. The
Ginzburg-Landau effective theory in terms of ψ and the photon degree of freedom describes
the spontaneous breaking of the UQ(1) electric symmetry and it is the equivalent of the Higgs
Lagrangian.
If the Higgs is due to a macroscopic relativistic screening phenomenon we expect it to be
an effective description of a more fundamental system with possibly an underlying new strong
gauge dynamics replacing the role of the phonons in the superconductive case. A dynamically
generated Higgs system solves the problem of the quadratic divergences by replacing the cutoff
Λ with the weak energy scale itself, i.e. the scale of compositness. An underlying strongly
coupled asymptotically free gauge theory, a la QCD, is an example.
2.3 From Color to Technicolor
In fact even in complete absence of the Higgs sector in the SM the electroweak symmetry
breaks [15] due to the condensation of the following quark bilinear in QCD:
〈u¯LuR + d¯LdR〉 6= 0 . (2.18)
This mechanism, however, cannot account for the whole contribution to the weak gauge bosons
masses. If QCD would be the only source contributing to the spontaneous breaking of the
electroweak symmetry one would have
MW =
gFpi
2
∼ 29MeV , (2.19)
with Fpi ' 93 MeV the pion decay constant. This contribution is very small with respect to the
actual value of the MW mass that one typically neglects it.
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According to the original idea of technicolor [2, 3] one augments the SM with another gauge
interaction similar to QCD but with a new dynamical scale of the order of the electroweak
one. It is sufficient that the new gauge theory is asymptotically free and has global symmetry
able to contain the SM SUL(2) × UY (1) symmetries. It is also required that the new global
symmetries break dynamically in such a way that the embedded SUL(2)× UY (1) breaks to the
electromagnetic abelian charge UQ(1) . The dynamically generated scale will then be fit to the
electroweak one.
Note that, excepet in certain cases, dynamical behaviors are typically nonuniversal which
means that different gauge groups and/or matter representations will, in general, posses very
different dynamics.
The simplest example of technicolor theory is the scaled up version of QCD, i.e. an SU(NTC)
nonabelian gauge theory with two Dirac Fermions transforming according to the fundamental
representation or the gauge group. We need at least two Dirac flavors to realize the SUL(2) ×
SUR(2) symmetry of the standard model discussed in the SM Higgs section. One simply
chooses the scale of the theory to be such that the new pion decaying constant is:
F TCpi = vweak ' 246 GeV . (2.20)
The flavor symmetries, for any NTC larger than 2 are SUL(2)×SUR(2)×UV (1) which sponta-
neously break to SUV (2)×UV (1). It is natural to embed the electroweak symmetries within the
present technicolor model in a way that the hypercharge corresponds to the third generator of
SUR(2). This simple dynamical model correctly accounts for the electroweak symmetry break-
ing. The new technibaryon number UV (1) can break due to not yet specified new interactions.
In order to get some indication on the dynamics and spectrum of this theory one can use the ’t
Hooft large N limit [18, 19]. For example the intrinsic scale of the theory is related to the QCD
one via:
ΛTC ∼
√
3
NTC
F TCpi
Fpi
ΛQCD . (2.21)
At this point it is straightforward to use the QCD phenomenology for describing the experimen-
tal signatures and dynamics of a composite Higgs.
2.4 Constraints from Electroweak Precision Data
The relevant corrections due to the presence of new physics trying to modify the electroweak
breaking sector of the SM appear in the vacuum polarizations of the electroweak gauge bosons.
These can be parameterized in terms of the three quantities S, T , and U (the oblique parameters)
[20, 21, 22, 23], and confronted with the electroweak precision data. Recently, due to the
increase precision of the measurements reported by LEP II, the list of interesting parameters to
compute has been extended [24, 25]. We show below also the relation with the traditional one
[20]. Defining with Q2 ≡ −q2 the Euclidean transferred momentum entering in a generic two
point function vacuum polarization associated to the electroweak gauge bosons, and denoting
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derivatives with respect to −Q2 with a prime we have [25]:
Sˆ ≡ g2 Π′W 3B(0) , (2.22)
Tˆ ≡ g
2
M2W
[ΠW 3W 3(0)− ΠW+W−(0)] , (2.23)
W ≡ g
2M2W
2
[Π′′W 3W 3(0)] , (2.24)
Y ≡ g
′2M2W
2
[Π′′BB(0)] , (2.25)
Uˆ ≡ −g2 [Π′W 3W 3(0)− Π′W+W−(0)] , (2.26)
V ≡ g
2M2W
2
[Π′′W 3W 3(0)− Π′′W+W−(0)] , (2.27)
X ≡ gg
′M2W
2
Π′′W 3B(0) . (2.28)
Here ΠV (Q2) with V = {W 3B, W 3W 3, W+W−, BB} represents the self-energy of the vec-
tor bosons. Here the electroweak couplings are the ones associated to the physical electroweak
gauge bosons:
1
g2
≡ Π′W+W−(0) ,
1
g′2
≡ Π′BB(0) , (2.29)
while GF is
1√
2GF
= −4ΠW+W−(0) , (2.30)
as in [26]. Sˆ and Tˆ lend their name from the well known Peskin-Takeuchi parameters S and T
which are related to the new ones via [25, 26]:
αS
4s2W
= Sˆ − Y −W , αT = Tˆ − s
2
W
1− s2W
Y . (2.31)
Here α is the electromagnetic structure constant and sW = sin θW is the weak mixing angle.
Therefore in the case where W = Y = 0 we have the simple relation
Sˆ =
αS
4s2W
, Tˆ = αT . (2.32)
The result of the current fit to precision data [27] is shown in Fig. 1. If the value of the Higgs
mass increases the central value of the S parameters moves to the left towards negative values.
In technicolor it is easy to have a vanishing T parameter while typically S is positive. Be-
sides, the composite Higgs is typically heavy with respect to the Fermi scale, at least for tech-
nifermions in the fundamental representation of the gauge group and for a small number of
12
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Figure 1: T versus S one standard deviation ellipses as a result of a fit to the SM observables.
techniflavors. The oldest technicolor models featuring QCD dynamics with three technicolors
and a doublet of electroweak gauged techniflavors deviate a few sigma from the current preci-
sion tests as summarized in the figure 2. Clearly it is desirable to reduce the tension between
the precision data and a possible dynamical mechanism underlying the electroweak symmetry
breaking. It is possible to imagine different ways to achieve this goal and some of the earlier
attempts have been summarized by Peskin and Wells in [28].
The computation of the S parameter in technicolor theories requires the knowledge of non-
perturbative dynamics rendering difficult the precise knowledge of the contribution to S. For
example, it is not clear what is the exact value of the composite Higgs mass relative to the Fermi
scale and, to be on the safe side, one typically takes it to be quite large, of the order at least of
the TeV. However in certain models it may be substantially lighter due to the intrinsic dynam-
ics. We will discuss the spectrum of different strongly coupled theories in the Appendix and its
relation to the electroweak parameters later in this chapter.
It is, however, instructive to provide a simple estimate of the contribution to S which allows
to guide model builders. Consider a one-loop exchange of ND doublets of techniquarks trans-
forming according to the representation RTC of the underlying technicolor gauge theory and
with dynamically generated mass Σ(0) assumed to be larger than the weak intermediate gauge
bosons masses. Indicating with d(RTC) the dimension of the techniquark representation, and to
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Figure 2: T versus S for SU(3) technicolor with one technifermion doublet (the full asterisk)
versus precision data for a one TeV composite Higgs mass.
leading order in MW/Σ(0) one finds:
Snaive = ND
d(RTC)
6pi
. (2.33)
This naive value provides, in general, only a rough estimate of the exact value of S. However,
it is clear from the formula above that, the more technicolor matter is gauged under the elec-
troweak theory the larger is the S parameter and that the final S parameter is expected to be
positive.
Attention must be paid to the fact that the specific model-estimate of the whole S parameter,
to compare with the experimental value, receives contributions also from other sectors. Such
a contribution can be taken sufficiently large and negative to compensate for the positive value
from the composite Higgs dynamics. To be concrete: Consider an extension of the standard
model in which the Higgs is composite but we also have new heavy (with a mass of the order of
the electroweak) fourth family of Dirac leptons. In this case a sufficiently large splitting of the
new lepton masses can strongly reduce and even offset the positive value of S. We will discuss
this case in detail when presenting the Minimal Walking Technicolor model. The contribution
of the new sector (SNS) above, and also in many other cases, is perturbatively under control and
the total S can be written as:
S = STC + SNS . (2.34)
The parameter T will be, in general, modified and one has to make sure that the corrections
do not spoil the agreement with this parameter. From the discussion above it is clear that
technicolor models can be constrained, via precision measurements, only model by model and
the effects of possible new sectors must be properly included.
We presented the constraints coming from S using the underlying gauge theory information.
However, in practice, these constraints apply directly to the physical spectrum.
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Figure 3: Left Panel: ETC gauge boson interaction involving techniquarks and SM fermions.
Right Panel: Diagram contribution to the mass to the SM fermions.
2.5 Standard Model Fermion Masses
Since in a purely technicolor model the Higgs is a composite particle the Yukawa terms,
when written in terms of the underlying technicolor fields, amount to four-fermion operators.
The latter can be naturally interpreted as a low energy operator induced by a new strongly
coupled gauge interaction emerging at energies higher than the electroweak theory. These type
of theories have been termed extended technicolor interactions (ETC) [29, 30].
In the literature various extensions have been considered and we will mention them later in
the text. Here we will describe the simplest ETC model in which the ETC interactions connect
the chiral symmetries of the techniquarks to those of the SM fermions (see Left panel of Fig. 3).
When TC chiral symmetry breaking occurs it leads to the diagram drawn in Fig. 3b. Let’s
start with the case in which the ETC dynamics is represented by a SU(NETC) gauge group
with:
NETC = NTC +Ng , (2.35)
and Ng is the number of SM generations. In order to give masses to all of the SM fermions, in
this scheme, one needs a condensate for each SM fermion. This can be achieved by using as
technifermion matter a complete generation of quarks and leptons (including a neutrino right)
but now gauged with respect to the technicolor interactions.
The ETC gauge group is assumed to spontaneously break Ng times down to SU(NTC)
permitting three different mass scales, one for each SM family. This type of technicolor with
associated ETC is termed the one family model [12]. The heavy masses are provided by the
breaking at low energy and the light masses are provided by breaking at higher energy scales.
This model does not, per se, explain how the gauge group is broken several times, neither is
the breaking of weak isospin symmetry accounted for. For example we cannot explain why
the neutrino have masses much smaller than the associated electrons. See, however, [31] for
progress on these issues. Schematically one has SU(NTC +3) which breaks to SU(NTC +2) at
the scale Λ1 providing the first generation of fermions with a typical mass m1 ∼ 4pi(F TCpi )3/Λ21
at this point the gauge group breaks to SU(NTC + 1) with dynamical scale Λ2 leading to a
second generation mass of the order of m2 ∼ 4pi(F TCpi )3/Λ22 finally the last breaking SU(NTC)
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at scale Λ3 leading to the last generation mass m3 ∼ 4pi(F TCpi )3/Λ23.
Without specifying an ETC one can write down the most general type of four-fermion oper-
ators involving technicolor particles Q and ordinary fermionic fields ψ. Following the notation
of Hill and Simmons [4] we write:
αab
Q¯γµT
aQψ¯γµT bψ
Λ2ETC
+ βab
Q¯γµT
aQQ¯γµT bQ
Λ2ETC
+ γab
ψ¯γµT
aψψ¯γµT bψ
Λ2ETC
, (2.36)
where the T s are unspecified ETC generators. After performing a Fierz rearrangement one has:
αab
Q¯T aQψ¯T bψ
Λ2ETC
+ βab
Q¯T aQQ¯T bQ
Λ2ETC
+ γab
ψ¯T aψψ¯T bψ
Λ2ETC
+ . . . , (2.37)
The coefficients parametrize the ignorance on the specific ETC physics. To be more specific, the
α-terms, after the technicolor particles have condensed, lead to mass terms for the SM fermions
mq ≈ g
2
ETC
M2ETC
〈Q¯Q〉ETC , (2.38)
where mq is the mass of e.g. a SM quark, gETC is the ETC gauge coupling constant evaluated
at the ETC scale, METC is the mass of an ETC gauge boson and 〈Q¯Q〉ETC is the technicolor
condensate where the operator is evaluated at the ETC scale. Note that we have not explicitly
considered the different scales for the different generations of ordinary fermions but this should
be taken into account for any realistic model.
The β-terms of Eq. (2.37) provide masses for pseudo Goldstone bosons and also provide
masses for techniaxions [4], see figure 4. The last class of terms, namely the γ-terms of
Eq. (2.37) induce flavor changing neutral currents. For example it may generate the follow-
ing terms:
1
Λ2ETC
(s¯γ5d)(s¯γ5d) +
1
Λ2ETC
(µ¯γ5e)(e¯γ5e) + . . . , (2.39)
where s, d, µ, e denote the strange and down quark, the muon and the electron, respectively. The
first term is a ∆S = 2 flavor-changing neutral current interaction affecting the KL −KS mass
difference which is measured accurately. The experimental bounds on these type of operators
together with the very naive assumption that ETC will generate these operators with γ of order
one leads to a constraint on the ETC scale to be of the order of or larger than 103 TeV [29]. This
should be the lightest ETC scale which in turn puts an upper limit on how large the ordinary
fermionic masses can be. The naive estimate is that one can account up to around 100 MeV
mass for a QCD-like technicolor theory, implying that the Top quark mass value cannot be
achieved.
The second term of Eq. (2.39) induces flavor changing processes in the leptonic sector such
as µ → ee¯e, eγ which are not observed. It is clear that, both for the precision measurements
and the fermion masses, that a better theory of the flavor is needed.
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Figure 4: Leading contribution to the mass of the TC pseudo Goldstone bosons via an exchange
of an ETC gauge boson.
2.6 Walking
To better understand in which direction one should go to modify the QCD dynamics we
analyze the TC condensate. The value of the technicolor condensate used when giving mass
to the ordinary fermions should be evaluated not at the technicolor scale but at the extended
technicolor one. Via the renormalization group one can relate the condensate at the two scales
via:
〈Q¯Q〉ETC = exp
(∫ ΛETC
ΛTC
d(lnµ)γ(α(µ))
)
〈Q¯Q〉TC , (2.40)
where γ is the anomalous dimension of the techniquark mass-operator. The boundaries of the
integral are at the ETC scale and the TC one. For TC theories with a running of the coupling
constant similar to the one in QCD, i.e.
α(µ) ∝ 1
lnµ
, for µ > ΛTC , (2.41)
this implies that the anomalous dimension of the techniquark masses γ ∝ α(µ). When comput-
ing the integral one gets
〈Q¯Q〉ETC ∼ ln
(
ΛETC
ΛTC
)γ
〈Q¯Q〉TC , (2.42)
which is a logarithmic enhancement of the operator. We can hence neglect this correction and
use directly the value of the condensate at the TC scale when estimating the generated fermionic
mass:
mq ≈ g
2
ETC
M2ETC
Λ3TC , 〈Q¯Q〉TC ∼ Λ3TC . (2.43)
The tension between having to reduce the FCNCs and at the same time provide a sufficiently
large mass for the heavy fermions in the SM as well as the pseudo-Goldstones can be reduced
if the dynamics of the underlying TC theory is different from the one of QCD. The computation
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Figure 5: Top Left Panel: QCD-like behavior of the coupling constant as function of the mo-
mentum (Running). Top Right Panel: Walking-like behavior of the coupling constant as func-
tion of the momentum (Walking). Bottom Right Panel: Cartoon of the beta function associated
to a generic walking theory.
of the TC condensate at different scales shows that if the dynamics is such that the TC coupling
does not run to the UV fixed point but rather slowly reduces to zero one achieves a net enhance-
ment of the condensate itself with respect to the value estimated earlier. This can be achieved if
the theory has a near conformal fixed point. This kind of dynamics has been denoted of walking
type. In this case
〈Q¯Q〉ETC ∼
(
ΛETC
ΛTC
)γ(α∗)
〈Q¯Q〉TC , (2.44)
which is a much larger contribution than in QCD dynamics [32, 33, 34, 35]. Here γ is evalu-
ated at the would be fixed point value α∗. Walking can help resolving the problem of FCNCs
in technicolor models since with a large enhancement of the 〈Q¯Q〉 condensate the four-fermi
operators involving SM fermions and technifermions and the ones involving technifermions are
enhanced by a factor of ΛETC/ΛTC to the γ power while the one involving only standard model
fermions is not enhanced.
In the figure 5 the comparison between a running and walking behavior of the coupling is
qualitatively represented.
2.7 Weinberg Sum Rules and Electroweak Parameters
Any strongly coupled dynamics, even of walking type, will generate a spectrum of reso-
nances whose natural splitting in mass is of the order of the intrinsic scale of the theory which
in this case is the Fermi scale. In order to extract predictions for the composite vector spectrum
and couplings in presence of a strongly interacting sector and an asymptotically free gauge the-
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ory, we make use of the time-honored Weinberg sum rules (WSR) [36] but we will also use the
results found in [37] allowing us to treat walking and running theories in a unified way.
2.7.1 Weinberg sum rules
The Weinberg sum rules (WSRs) are linked to the two point vector-vector minus axial-axial
vacuum polarization which is known to be sensitive to chiral symmetry breaking. We define
iΠa,bµν (q) ≡
∫
d4x e−iqx
[
< Jaµ,V (x)J
b
ν,V (0) > − < Jaµ,A(x)J bν,A(0) >
]
, (2.45)
within the underlying strongly coupled gauge theory, where
Πa,bµν (q) =
(
qµqν − gµνq2
)
δabΠ(q2) . (2.46)
Here a, b = 1, ..., N2f − 1, label the flavor currents and the SU(Nf ) generators are normalized
according to Tr
[
TaTb
]
= (1/2)δab. The function Π(q2) obeys the unsubtracted dispersion
relation
1
pi
∫ ∞
0
ds
ImΠ(s)
s+Q2
= Π(Q2) , (2.47)
where Q2 = −q2 > 0, and the constraint −Q2Π(Q2) > 0 holds for 0 < Q2 <∞ [38]. The dis-
cussion above is for the standard chiral symmetry breaking pattern SU(Nf )× SU(Nf )→SU(Nf )
but it is generalizable to any breaking pattern.
Since we are taking the underlying theory to be asymptotically free, the behavior of Π(Q2)
at asymptotically high momenta is the same as in ordinary QCD, i.e. it scales likeQ−6 [39]. Ex-
panding the left hand side of the dispersion relation thus leads to the two conventional spectral
function sum rules
1
pi
∫ ∞
0
ds ImΠ(s) = 0 and
1
pi
∫ ∞
0
ds s ImΠ(s) = 0 . (2.48)
Walking dynamics affects only the second sum rule [37] which is more sensitive to large but not
asymptotically large momenta due to fact that the associated integrand contains an extra power
of s.
We now saturate the absorptive part of the vacuum polarization. We follow reference [37]
and hence divide the energy range of integration in three parts. The light resonance part. In
this regime, the integral is saturated by the Nambu-Goldstone pseudoscalar along with massive
vector and axial-vector states. If we assume, for example, that there is only a single, zero-width
vector multiplet and a single, zero-width axial vector multiplet, then
ImΠ(s) = piF 2V δ
(
s−M2V
)− piF 2Aδ (s−M2A)− piF 2piδ (s) . (2.49)
The zero-width approximation is valid to leading order in the large N expansion for fermions in
the fundamental representation of the gauge group and it is even narrower for fermions in higher
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dimensional representations. Since we are working near a conformal fixed point the large N
argument for the width is not directly applicable. We will nevertheless use this simple model
for the spectrum to illustrate the effects of a near critical IR fixed point.
The first WSR implies:
F 2V − F 2A = F 2pi , (2.50)
where F 2V and F
2
A are the vector and axial mesons decay constants. This sum rule holds for walk-
ing and running dynamics. A more general representation of the resonance spectrum would, in
principle, replace the left hand side of this relation with a sum over vector and axial states.
However the heavier resonances should not be included since in the approach of [37] the walk-
ing dynamics in the intermediate energy range is already approximated by the exchange of
underlying fermions. The walking is encapsulated in the dynamical mass dependence on the
momentum dictated by the gauge theory. The introduction of heavier resonances is, in practice,
double counting. Note that the approach is in excellent agreement with the Weinberg approxi-
mation for QCD, since in this case, the approximation automatically returns the known results.
The second sum rule receives important contributions from throughout the near conformal
region and can be expressed in the form of:
F 2VM
2
V − F 2AM2A = a
8pi2
d(R)
F 4pi , (2.51)
where a is expected to be positive and O(1) and d(R) is the dimension of the representation of
the underlying fermions. We have generalized the result of reference [37] to the case in which
the fermions belong to a generic representation of the gauge group. In the case of running
dynamics the right-hand side of the previous equation vanishes.
We stress that a is a non-universal quantity depending on the details of the underlying gauge
theory. A reasonable measure of how large a can be is given by a function of the amount
of walking which is the ratio of the scale above which the underlying coupling constant start
running divided by the scale below which chiral symmetry breaks. The fact that a is positive
and of order one in walking dynamics is supported, indirectly, also via the results of Kurachi
and Shrock [40]. At the onset of conformal dynamics the axial and the vector will be de-
generate, i.e. MA = MV = M , using the first sum rule one finds via the second sum rule
a = d(R)M2/(8pi2F 2pi ) leading to a numerical value of about 4- 5 from the approximate results
in [40]. We will however use only the constraints coming from the generalized WSRs expecting
them to be less model dependent.
2.7.2 Relating WSRs to the Effective Theory & S parameter
The S parameter is related to the absorptive part of the vector-vector minus axial-axial
vacuum polarization as follows:
S = 4
∫ ∞
0
ds
s
ImΠ¯(s) = 4pi
[
F 2V
M2V
− F
2
A
M2A
]
, (2.52)
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where ImΠ¯ is obtained from ImΠ by subtracting the Goldstone boson contribution.
Other attempts to estimate the S parameter for walking technicolor theories have been made
in the past [41] showing reduction of the S parameter. S has also been evaluated using compu-
tations inspired by the original AdS/CFT correspondence [42] in [43, 44, 45, 46, 47].
Kurachi, Shrock and Yamawaki [48] have further confirmed the results presented in [37]
with their computations tailored for describing four dimensional gauge theories near the con-
formal window. The present approach [37] is more physical since it is based on the nature of
the spectrum of states associated directly to the underlying gauge theory.
Note that we will be assuming a rather conservative approach in which the S parameter,
although reduced with respect to the case of a running theory, is positive and not small. After
all, other sectors of the theory such as new leptons further reduce or completely offset a positive
value of S due solely to the technicolor theory.
2.8 Technibaryon Dark Matter and Electroweak Phase Transition
Technicolor interactions bind techniquarks in technimesons and technibaryon bound states.
The spin of the technibaryons depends on the representation according to which the tech-
nifermion transform, the number of flavors and colors. The lightest technimeson is short-lived
thus evading BBN constraints, but the lightest technibaryon has typically 2 a mass of the order
mTB ∼ 1− 2 TeV . (2.53)
It may be unstable, by analogy with ordinary proton. As in QCD, only non-renormalizable
interaction can cause technibaryon to decay. Technicolor models must in any case be extended
to incorporate quark and lepton masses, and the technicolor gauge theory may be unified in
some Grand Unified Theory (GUT) as explored in the last chapter. Therefore one expects the
existence of higher-order effective non-renormalizable interactions which cause technibaryon
decay, of the form
LTB ∼ Q
NTCψn
Λ
3/2(NTC+n)−4
TB
, (2.54)
where ψ is a quark or lepton field and ΛTB is some mass scale ΛTC at which the effective
interaction is generated. We are using the fundamental representation for the technifermions.
This interaction would imply a technibaryon lifetime [49]
τTB ∼ 1
ΛTC
(
ΛTB
ΛTC
)3(NTC+n)−8
, (2.55)
i.e. ∼ 10−27(ΛTB/ΛTC)4 sec, for NTC = 4 with the minimal choice n = 0.
2There may be situation in which the technibaryon is a goldstone boson of an enhanced flavor symmetry.
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Estimating the self-annihilation cross-section of technibaryons to be [50]
〈σv〉TB ' 〈σv〉pp¯
(
mp
mTB
)2
' 3× 10−5GeV2, (2.56)
the minimum expected relic abundance is about mTB nTB/nγ = 3 × 10−13GeV. Unstable
technibaryons with such a small abundance are not constrained by nucleosynthesis [51]. How-
ever technibaryons may have a much higher relic density if they possess an asymmetry [52]. If
the latter is due to a net B − L generated at some high energy scale, then this would be sub-
sequently distributed among all electroweak doublets by fermion-number violating processes
in the standard model at temperatures above the electroweak scale [53, 54, 55], thus naturally
generating a technibaryon asymmetry as well. If such B + L violating processes cease being
important below a temperature T∗ ≈ 200 − 300GeV, then the technibaryon-to-baryon ratio,
which is suppressed by a factor [mTB(T∗)/T∗]3/2e−mTB(T∗)/T∗ , is just right to give [56, 57]
ΩTB
ΩB
=
mTB
mp
TB
B
∼ O(1) . (2.57)
Hence, such a mechanism can lead to a natural explanation of the observed fraction of dark to
bright matter in the universe. To avoid experimental constraints the technibaryon can be con-
structed to be a complete singlet under the electroweak interactions [56, 10] while still having
the underlying guage theory to be walking [10]. In this case it would be hard to detect it [58, 57]
in current earth based experiment such as CDMS [59, 60]. Other possibilities have been envi-
sioned in [61, 62] and possible astrophysical effects studied in [63]. One can use also particles
for dark matter not coming from the technicolor sector but rather from possible associate new
sectors [64]. Another interesting possibility is to investigate candidates emerging from sectors
of the technicolor model not gauged under the electroweak interactions [10] (see the partially
gauged technicolor models section for a description of the models).
The order of the electroweak phase transition depends on the underlying type of strong
dynamics and plays an important role for baryogenesis [65, 66]. The technicolor chiral phase
transition at finite temperature is mapped into the electroweak one. Attention must be paid to
the way the electroweak is embedded into the global symmetries of the underlying technicolor
theory. Wilson renomralization group methods suggest that the larger the global symmetries
are the more strongly first order one expects the phase transition to be. An interesting analysis
dedicated to these issues has been performed in [67].
A possibility not yet studied in the literature is associated to the fact that one can have
two independent phase transitions at nonzero temperature in technicolor theories whenever the
theory possesses a non trivial center symmetry. The two phase transitions are the chiral one,
directly related to the electroweak phase transition, and a confining one at lower temperatures.
During the history of the universe we would predict a phase transition around the electroweak
scale and another one at lower temperatures with a jump in the entropy proportional to the num-
ber of degrees of freedom liberated (or gapped) when increasing (decreasing) the temperature
(see [68] for a simple understanding of this phenomenon and a list of relevant references). This
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may have very interesting cosmological consequences, which we hope will be studied in the
future.
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3 Phase Diagram of Non Supersymmetric Strongly Coupled
Theories
Constructing dynamical models of electroweak symmetry breaking is hard due to the lim-
ited number of analytic methods available when exploring strong dynamics in the regime when
perturbation theory fails. First principle lattice simulations are now capable to accurately in-
vestigate the spectrum and the dynamics of various four dimensional gauge theories which are
of great interest in our pursue of a dynamical origin of the stabilization of the Fermi scale
[69, 70, 71]. It is, however, instructive and useful to study the dynamics and/or spectrum of
a generic nonsupersymmetric gauge theory applying, for example, the proposal of an all order
beta function for nonsupersymmetric gauge theories with fermionic matter [11] or the truncated
Schwinger-Dyson equation (SD) [72, 73, 74] (referred also as the ladder approximation in the
literature) or even conjectures such as the Appelquist-Cohen-Schmaltz (ACS) one [75] which
makes use of the counting of the thermal degrees of freedom at high and low temperature. The
ACS conjecture is, however, not sufficiently constraining when studying vector-like theories
with matter in higher dimensional representations as we have shown in [76] and hence will not
be used here. The ACS conjecture has been tested also for chiral gauge theories [77]. There it
was also found that to make some definite predictions a stronger requirement is needed [78].
We will start from the proposal of the beta function for nonsupersymmetric gauge theories
with fermionic matter in any arbitrary representation of the underlying SU(N) gauge group and
for any number of colors [11]. It is written in a form useful for constraining the phase diagram of
strongly coupled theories. The form is inspired by the Novikov-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakharov
(NSVZ) beta function for supersymmetric theories [79, 80] and the renormalization scheme
coincides with the NSVZ one. We will then review the phase diagram deduced with the SD
approximation and discuss the lattice results while at the same time combine and confront with
theoretical expectations. The predictions which make use of the all order beta function are
supported by lattice results and one can further test them 3. Finally we will show how the
results can be used also to construct novel extensions of the SM.
3.1 Phases of Gauge Theories
We wish to study the phase diagram of any asymptotically free non-supersymmetric theories
with fermionic matter transforming according to a generic representation of an SU(N ) gauge
group as function of the number of colors and flavors.
We start by characterizing the possible phases via the potential V (r) between two electric
3Note that the fact that the beta function beyond two loops is scheme dependent does not mean that its form is
not relevant. In fact, being able to determine the anomalous dimensions at an infrared fixed point is important. Of
course, any scheme should lead to the same result. In certain schemes, however, it is harder to determine certain
quantities. As a relevant example consider the ’t Hooft scheme, the one in which the beta function is two loops
exact, here one cannot compute the anomalous dimensions to all orders at the infrared fixed point.
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test charges separated by a large distance r. The list of possible potentials is given below:
Coulomb : V (r) ∝ 1
r
(3.58)
Free electric : V (r) ∝ 1
r log(r)
(3.59)
Free magnetic : V (r) ∝ log(r)
r
(3.60)
Higgs : V (r) ∝ constant (3.61)
Confining : V (r) ∝ σr . (3.62)
A nice review of these phases can be found in [81] which here we re-review for complete-
ness. In the Coulomb phase, the electric charge e2(r) is a constant while in the free electric
phase massless electrically charged fields renormalize the charge to zero at long distances as,
i.e. e2(r) ∼ 1/ log(r). QED is an abelian example of a free electric phase. The free magnetic
phase occurs when massless magnetic monopoles renormalize the electric coupling constant at
large distance with e2(r) ∼ log(r).
In the Higgs phase, the condensate of an electrically charged field gives a mass gap to the
gauge fields by the Anderson-Higgs-Kibble mechanism and screens electric charges, leading to
a potential which, up to an additive constant, has an exponential Yukawa decay to zero at long
distances. In the confining phase, there is a mass gap with electric flux confined into a thin tube,
leading to the linear potential with string tension σ.
We will be mainly interested in finding theories possessing a non-Abelian Coulomb phase or
being close in the parameter space to these theories. In this phase we have massless interacting
quarks and gluons exhibiting the Coulomb potential. This phase occurs when there is a non-
trivial, infrared fixed point of the renormalization group. These are thus non-trivial, interacting,
four dimensional conformal field theories.
To guess the behavior of the magnetic charge, at large distance separation, between two test
magnetic charges one uses the Dirac condition:
e(r)g(r) ∼ 1 . (3.63)
Then it becomes clear that g(r) is constant in the Coulomb phase, increases with log(r) in the
free electric phase and decreases as 1/ log(r) in the free magnetic phase. In these three phases
the potential goes like g2(r)/r. A linearly rising potential in the Higgs phase for magnetic test
charges corresponds to the Meissner effect in the electric charges.
Confinement does not survive the presence of massless matter in the fundamental represen-
tation, such as light quarks in QCD. This is so since it is more convenient for the underlying
theory to pop from the vacuum virtual quark-antiquark pairs when pulling two electric test
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charges apart. The potential for the confining phase will then change and there is no distinction
between Higgs and confining phase.
Under electric-magnetic duality one exchanges electrically charged fields with magnetic
ones then the behavior in the free electric phase is mapped in that of the free magnetic phase.
The Higgs and confining phases are also expected to be exchanged under duality. Confinement
can then be understood as the dual Meissner effect associated with a condensate of monopoles.
3.2 The all orders beta function conjecture
All of the analytic methods used, so far, to determine the phase diagram of nonsupersym-
metric gauge theories are based on guesses or rough approximations. Here we will present first
our bound on the phase diagram using the proposed beta function for any SU(N) gauge theory
with Nf Dirac fermions in a given, but arbitrary, representation r of the gauge group. We will
then compare the bound with the conformal window obtained in the ladder approximation.
The beta function compares well with numerical results as well as with scheme-independent
physical results obtained via other model computations. We start by reviewing the two loops
beta function which reads:
β(g) = − β0
(4pi)2
g3 − β1
(4pi)4
g5 , (3.64)
where g is the gauge coupling and the beta function coefficients are given by
β0 =
11
3
C2(G)− 4
3
T (r)Nf (3.65)
β1 =
34
3
C22(G)−
20
3
C2(G)T (r)Nf − 4C2(r)T (r)Nf . (3.66)
To this order the two coefficients are universal, i.e. do not depend on which renormalization
group scheme one has used to determine them. The perturbative expression for the anomalous
dimension reads:
γ(g2) =
3
2
C2(r)
g2
4pi2
+O(g4) . (3.67)
With γ = −d lnm/d lnµ and m the renormalized fermion mass.
The generators T ar , a = 1 . . . N
2 − 1 of the gauge group in the representation r are nor-
malized according to Tr
[
T ar T
b
r
]
= T (r)δab while the quadratic Casimir C2(r) is given by
T ar T
a
r = C2(r)I . The trace normalization factor T (r) and the quadratic Casimir are connected
via C2(r)d(r) = T (r)d(G) where d(r) is the dimension of the representation r. The adjoint
representation is denoted byG. In order to evaluate the relevant group-theoretical factors we use
the Dynkin indices (the Dynkin labels of the highest weight of an irreducible representation).
The latter uniquely characterize the representations and determine the relevant coefficients. We
summarize the relevant formulae in the appendix [10] while for the reader’s convenience in Ta-
ble 1 we list the explicit group factors for the representations used here. A complete list of all
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r T (r) C2(r) d(r)
1
2
N2−1
2N
N
G N N N2 − 1
N+2
2
(N−1)(N+2)
N
N(N+1)
2
N−2
2
(N+1)(N−2)
N
N(N−1)
2
Table 1: Relevant group factors for the representations used throughout this paper. However,
a complete list of all the group factors for any representation and the way to compute them is
available in Table II and the appendix of [10].
of the group factors for any representation and the way to compute them is available in Table II
of [10] and the associated appendix 4.
The first observation is that the perturbative anomalous dimension depends on C2(r) which
appears explicitly in the last term of the second coefficient of the beta function. We proposed
the following form [11] of the beta function:
β(g) = − g
3
(4pi)2
β0 − 23 T (r)Nf γ(g2)
1− g2
8pi2
C2(G)
(
1 +
2β′0
β0
) , (3.68)
with
β′0 = C2(G)− T (r)Nf . (3.69)
It is a simple matter to show that the above beta function reduces to Eq. (3.64) when expanding
to O(g5).
3.2.1 Non-Abelian QED phase (Free Electric)
This is the region of Nf for which β0 is negative and asymptotic freedom is lost. The theory
behaves like QED and hence it becomes strongly coupled at high energy.
We indicate with N If the number of flavors above which the theory is no longer asymptot-
ically free. This corresponds to β0[N If ]=0. For values of Nf larger than N
I
f the theory is in a
non-Abelian QED theory. We obtain
N If =
11
4
C2(G)
T (r)
. (3.70)
4The normalization for the generators here is different than the one adopted in [10].
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3.2.2 IR Fixed Point or Coulomb Phase
As we decrease the number of flavors from just below the point where asymptotic freedom
is lost one expects a perturbative (in the coupling) zero in the beta function to occur [82]. From
the expression proposed above one finds that at the zero of the beta function, barring zeros in
the denominator, one must have
γ =
11C2(G)− 4T (r)Nf
2T (r)Nf
. (3.71)
The anomalous dimension at the IR fixed point is small for a value of Nf such that:
Nf = N
I
f (1− ) , with  > 0 , (3.72)
and  1. Indeed, in this approximation we find:
γ =
2
1−   1 . (3.73)
It is also clear that the value of γ increases as we keep decreasing the number of flavors. Before
proceeding let us also analyze in more detail the denominator of our beta function. At the
infrared fixed point we have:
1− g
2
∗
8pi2
C2(G)
1
2
(
5− 21
11
)
, (3.74)
For very small  the denominator is positive while staying finite as  approaches zero. The
finiteness of the denominator is due to the fact that from the perturbative expression of the
anomalous dimension (valid for small epsilon) the fixed point value of g∗ is:
g2∗
8pi2
= 
2
3C2(r)
+O(2) . (3.75)
Since a perturbative fixed point does exist we extend the analysis to a lower number of
flavors. The dimension of the chiral condensate is D(ψ¯ψ) = 3 − γ which at the IR fixed point
value reads
D(ψ¯ψ) =
10T (r)Nf − 11C2(G)
2T (r)Nf
. (3.76)
To avoid negative norm states in a conformal field theory one must have D ≥ 1 for non-trivial
spinless operators [83, 84, 85].
Hence the critical number of flavors below which the unitarity bound is violated is
N IIf =
11
8
C2(G)
T (r)
, (3.77)
which corresponds to having set γ = 2. One should note that the analysis above is similar to
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the one done for supersymmetric gauge theories [86]. However, the actual size of the conformal
window may be smaller than the one presented here which hence can be considered as a bound
on the size of the window. The reason being that chiral symmetry breaking could be triggered
for a value of γ lower than two, as for example suggested by the ladder approximation. In
Figure 6 we plot the phase diagram.
Figure 6: Phase diagram for nonsupersymmetric theories with fermions in the: i) fundamental
representation (black), ii) two-index antisymmetric representation (blue), iii) two-index sym-
metric representation (red), iv) adjoint representation (green) as a function of the number of
flavors and the number of colors. The shaded areas depict the corresponding conformal win-
dows. Above the upper solid curve the theories are no longer asymptotically free. Between the
upper and the lower solid curves the theories are expected to develop an infrared fixed point
according to the NSVZ inspired beta function. The dashed curve represents the change of sign
in the second coefficient of the beta function.
3.2.3 Comparison with the Ladder approximation
We now confront our bound for the conformal windows with the one obtained using the
ladder approximation in [10]. To determine the number of flavors above which the theory
becomes conformal, we employ the criterion proposed in [72, 73].
The idea behind this method is simple5. One simply compares the two couplings in the
infrared associated to i) an infrared zero in the β function, call it α∗ with ii) the critical coupling,
denoted with αc, above which a dynamical mass for the fermions generates nonperturbatively
and chiral symmetry breaking occurs. If α∗ is less than αc chiral symmetry does not occur
5The reader is urged to read the original papers for a more detailed explanation.
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and the theory remains conformal in the infrared, viceversa if α∗ is larger than αc then the
fermions acquire a dynamical mass and the theory cannot be conformal in the infrared. The
condition α∗ = αc provides the desired N IIf Ladder as function of N . Because of the presence
of fundamental scalars this procedure is not applicable to supersymmetric QCD. In practice
for point i) one uses the two-loop beta function for determining the zero and for point ii) the
truncated SD equation.
In the approximations of [72, 73], the critical value αc of the coupling constant for which
chiral symmetry breaking occurs is given by:
αc =
pi
3C2(r)
. (3.78)
This corresponds to when the anomalous dimension of the quark mass operator becomes ap-
proximately unity6. In Appendix D we briefly summarized some of the relevant relations and
how to derive them.
Compared to that, the two-loop fixed point value of the coupling constant reads [6]
α∗
4pi
= −β0
β1
. (3.79)
For a fixed number of colors the critical number of flavors for which the order of α∗ and αc
changes is defined by imposing α∗=αc, and it is given by
N IIf Ladder =
17C2(G) + 66C2(r)
10C2(G) + 30C2(r)
C2(G)
T (r)
. (3.80)
The region of values of Nf less than N If but larger than N
II
f is the conformal window. This
is so since in this region of the number of flavors no dynamical invariant scale is generated.
Comparing with the previous result obtained using the all order beta function we see that it is
the coefficient of C2(G)/T (r) which is different.
To better appreciate the differences between these two results we plot the two conformal
windows predicted within these two methods in Figure 7 for four types of fermion representa-
tion.
The ladder result provides a size of the window, for every fermion representation, smaller
than the bound found earlier. This is a consequence of the value of the anomalous dimension
at the lower bound of the window. The unitarity constraint corresponds to γ = 2 while the
ladder result is closer to γ ∼ 1. Indeed if we pick γ = 1 our conformal window approaches the
ladder result. Incidentally, a value of γ larger than one, still allowed by unitarity, is a welcomed
feature when using this window to construct walking technicolor theories. It may allow for
the physical value of the mass of the top while avoiding a large violation of flavor changing
neutral currents [89] which were investigated in [90] in the case of the ladder approximation for
minimal walking models.
6Alternative methods for calculating the conformal window have been suggested, e.g. in [82, 74, 87, 88].
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Figure 7: Phase diagram for nonsupersymmetric theories with fermions in the: i) fundamental
representation (black), ii) two-index antisymmetric representation (blue), iii) two-index sym-
metric representation (red), iv) adjoint representation (green) as a function of the number of
flavors and the number of colors. The shaded areas depict the corresponding conformal win-
dows. Above the upper solid curve the theories are no longer asymptotically free. In between
the upper and the lower solid curves the theories are expected to develop an infrared fixed point
according to the NSVZ inspired beta function. The area between the upper solid curve and the
dashed curve corresponds to the conformal window obtained in the ladder approximation.
3.2.4 Beta function for Multiple Representations
The generalization for a generic gauge theory with massless fermions in k different repre-
sentations is:
β(g) = − g
3
(4pi)2
β0 − 23
∑k
i=1 T (ri)Nf (ri) γi
1− g2
8pi2
C2(G)
(
1 +
2β′0
β0
) , (3.81)
with
β′0 = C2(G)−
k∑
i=1
T (ri)Nf (ri) , (3.82)
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and
β0 =
11
3
C2(G)− 4
3
k∑
i=1
T (ri)Nf (ri) . (3.83)
3.3 Testing the beta function
We now take different limits in theory space and, in doing so, we will gain confidence on
the validity of the all order beta function. We first recall how to relate the gauge singlet bilinear
fermion condensate at different energy scales in the case of the canonically normalized fermion
kinetic term ψ¯γµDµψ:
〈ψ¯ψ〉Q = exp
[∫ Q
µ
dg
γ(g)
β(g)
]
〈ψ¯ψ〉µ . (3.84)
Here ψ¯ψ is a gauge singlet operator and we have suppressed the color and flavor indices. At the
lowest order in perturbation theory one obtains the simple formula:
〈ψ¯ψ〉Q =
[
g(µ)2
g(Q)2
] 3C2(r)
β0 〈ψ¯ψ〉µ , (3.85)
with r the representation of the Dirac fermion ψ. By construction and at the lowest order in
perturbation theory the operator [
g(Q)2
] 3C2(r)
β0 〈ψ¯ψ〉Q , (3.86)
is renormalization group invariant.
3.3.1 Recovering the Super Yang-Mills beta function at any N
Consider the theory with one single Weyl fermion transforming according to the adjoint
representation of the gauge group. The beta function reads:
β(g) = − g
3
(4pi)2
3N
1− γAdj
9
1− g2
8pi2
4N
3
, (3.87)
with γAdj the anomalous dimension of the fermion condensate. This theory corresponds to super
Yang-Mills for which we know the result [91, 79]:
βSYM(g) = − g
3
(4pi)2
3N
1− g2
8pi2
N
. (3.88)
In the NSVZ expression above there is no explicit appearance of the anomalous dimension while
this is manifest in Eq. (3.87). The absence of the anomalous dimension in the NSVZ form of
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the beta function is due to the choice of normalization of the gluino condensate which renders
the associated operator renormalization group invariant. Assuming that the two beta functions
have been computed in the same renormalization scheme we can equate them. This provides
the expression for the anomalous dimension of the fermion bilinear in the adjoint representation
of the gauge group normalized in the standard way:
γAdj =
g2
8pi2
3N
1− g2
8pi2
N
. (3.89)
Note that in our scheme we have that
g2(Q)〈λλ〉Q , (3.90)
is a renormalization group invariant quantity to all orders. This is exactly the definition of
the gaugino condensate used by NSVZ. One should also note that we recover the perturbative
expression of γAdj when expanding to O(g2).
There is another limit we can take. Consider large N for one Dirac flavor in the 2 index
antisymmetric/symmetric representation of the gauge group. Then the beta function also goes
into the SYM beta function as shown in [92]. Our proposal is, however, for any number of
flavors, colors and matter representation.
3.3.2 Pure Yang-Mills and Comparison with Lattice Data
Pure Yang-Mills is an excellent study case, since it has been widely investigated in the
literature, and much is known, especially via lattice simulations. Setting the number of flavors
to zero we have:
βYM(g) = − g
3
(4pi)2
β0
1− g2
(4pi)2
β1
β0
, (3.91)
with
β0 =
11N
3
, β1 =
34N2
3
, (3.92)
respectively for the one and two loop coefficients of the beta function. These are the only
universal coefficients of a generic beta function in any scheme. We now integrate the above
beta function and compare our running coupling constant with the two loop result and find:
µ = Λ1 exp
[
8pi2
g2β0
] (
g2β0
) β1
2β20 , All orders beta function (3.93)
to be compared with the two loop beta function result:
µ = Λ2 exp
[
8pi2
g2β0
] (
g2β0
) β1
2β20
(
1 +
g2
16pi2
β1
β0
)−β1
2β20
. 2 loops (3.94)
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Note that we have normalized the invariant scales Λi in such a way that they do not depend on
the number of colors. It is also clear that the two results do not depend on the number of colors
when considering g2N as the coupling, i.e. the ’t Hooft coupling.
It is instructive to compare the deviation from the two loop result of our beta function with
the deviation of the lattice data also with respect to the two loop one. In Figure 3.3.2 we show the
evolution of the ’t Hooft coupling as a function of the energy scale and plot it together with the
two, three and four colors lattice data. The computation of the running of the coupling constant
on the lattice is carried out using the Schro¨dinger functional. The procedure to determine the
beta function on the lattice also defines its renormalization scheme [94].
The solid curve is obtained via the all orders beta function, the dashed is obtained via the
two loop beta function while the dotted curve is the one loop result. The green dots (biggest
errorbars) correspond to lattice data for SU(2) taken from [95], the blue dots to SU(3) [96] and
the red dots (smallest errorbars) to SU(4) [97]. Despite the fact that the two renormalization
schemes are different the size of the corrections with respect to the two loop coming from the
lattice data and the present beta function are similar. We find this result encouraging.
Figure 8: The evolution of the gauge coupling squared times the number of colors (i.e. the
’t Hooft coupling) as a function of the energy scale for two, three and four colors. The solid
curve is obtained using the susy inspired beta function, the dashed is obtained via the two loop
beta function while the dotted curve is the one loop result. The green dots (biggest errorbars)
correspond to lattice data for SU(2) [95], the blue dots to SU(3) [96] and the red dots (smallest
errorbars) to SU(4) [97].
Another form for the large N pure Yang-Mills beta function is given in [93].
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3.4 Conformal Window: Analytical versus Lattice Results
We now compare and combine analytical predictions for the conformal window with lat-
tice results [70, 98, 71] for a surprisingly large number of gauge theories of great interest for
dynamical breaking of the electroweak theory. In the meanwhile the first exhaustive perturba-
tive analysis relevant to start a systematic study of gauge theories with fermions in any given
representation of the SU(N) on the lattice has just ppeared [69].
3.4.1 Two Dirac fermions in the two-index symmetric of SU(2) and SU(3)
Two and three colors with two Dirac flavors transforming according to the two index sym-
metric (2S) representation of the gauge group have been investigated on the lattice respectively
in [70] and [98]. For SU(2) the spectrum of the theory [70] has been studied and confronted
with the theory with two colors and two Dirac flavors in the fundamental representation. The
lattice studies indicate that either the theory is very near an infrared stable fixed point or the
fixed point is already reached. These are only preliminary results and more refined investiga-
tions are needed. Nevertheless let’s compare them directly with analytical results. According
to ladder results we should be below the conformal window but very near conformal [6]. Ac-
cording to the all orders beta function the anomalous dimension of the mass operator, if the IR
fixed point is reached, assumes the value:
γ =
3
4
SU(2) model with 2 (2S) Flavors All orders beta function (3.95)
The all order beta function shows that one has not yet reached γ equal one and suggests that the
SU(2) model is indeed conformal in the infrared if one uses γ = 1 as an indication of when
the conformal window ceases to exist. However, as explained above, the constraint coming
from unitarity of the conformal theories allows γ to take even larger values, i.e. up to 2, before
loosing conformality.
The situation is very intriguing for the SU(3) theory. Recent lattice results [98] suggest that
this theory may already have achieved an IR fixed point. Here, as well, more studies are needed.
The ladder approximation predicts, however, this theory to be near conformal (i.e. walking) but
further away from conformality then the SU(2) theory. If the theory were indeed conformal in
the infrared, via the all orders beta function, we predict the anomalous dimension of the fermion
condensate to assume the following value:
γ = 1.3 SU(3) model with 2 (2S) Flavors All orders beta function (3.96)
The anomalous dimension of the mass operator turns out to be larger than one! This would
be quite an important result since large anomalous dimensions are needed when constructing
extended technicolor models able to account for the heavy quark masses. In fact the common
lore is that the anomalous dimension of the quark operator does not exceed one. If the SU(3)
generates an infrared fixed point then the SU(2) would also generate it since fermions screen
even more there.
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3.4.2 Eight and twelve Dirac fermions in the fundamental of SU(3)
The all orders beta function predicts that the conformal window cannot be achieved for a
number of flavors less then 8.25 in the fundamental representation of SU(3). This is confirmed
by the latest lattice results [71]. In this work it is also suggested that the theory with twelve
Dirac fermions has reached an infrared fixed point. The prediction of the anomalous dimension
of the quark mass operator is:
γ =
3
4
SU(3) model with 12 Fundamental Flavors All orders beta function
(3.97)
Amusingly the theories with 12 fundamental flavors in SU(3) and 2 adjoint Dirac flavors in
SU(2) (adjoint fermions here correspond to the 2S in this case) have the same anomalous di-
mension if both develop the infrared fixed point. In the ladder approximation one would also
expect a conformal fixed point to be reached in this case. What would be extremely interesting
to know is if a fixed point is generated for a number of flavors less then eleven but higher than
eight since according to the all orders beta function this would correspond to an anomalous
dimension larger than one but still smaller than two.
3.5 Constructing Unparticle
Georgi has put forward the possibility that one may test possible hidden scale invariant sec-
tors weakly interacting with the standard model particles [100, 101]. He has also suggested
that one may be able to construct the unparticle sector via an asymptotically free gauge the-
ory developing an infrared fixed point a la Banks-Zaks (BZ) [82]. The BZ fixed point is, by
construction, obtained in perturbation theory and hence all of the anomalous dimensions of the
composite gauge singlet operators are small which means that for a gauge theory with underly-
ing fermions all of the dimensions of the composite operators are large and close to the ones of
the free theory.
Here we will make use of the all order beta function for any nonsupersymmetric SU(N)
gauge theory [11] to provide explicit UV unparticle examples constructed in terms of asymptotic
free gauge theories running into an infrared fixed point at low energies. Since the anomalous
dimension of the mass within our beta function is known at the infrared fixed point we will be
able to link the UV degrees of freedom with phenomenological constraints. This will allow to
severely constraint the landscape of possible underlying gauge theories which can be used to
construct the unparticle world.
The simplest and natural (i.e. do not lead to new type of fine tuning) four dimensional type
of unparticle models to construct are the ones in which at a very large energy scale the standard
model is augmented by at least one novel asymptotically free gauge theory which couples to the
standard model fields via some heavy mediators of mass of the order of MU . At energies below
the mediator mass but still much larger then the electroweak scale the following operators will
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Figure 9: Phase diagram for nonsupersymmetric theories with fermions in various representa-
tions with superimposed for which theories the lattice simulations were performed. The dashed
lines correspond to the ladder approximation boundary of the conformal window which corre-
spond to gamma about one. While the bound from the all order beta function is obtained for
γ = 2. Note that if we were to use γ = 1 constraint with the all order beta function the con-
formal window would be a little larger than the ladder one. Oval and round circles denote early
lattice studies [99] on the lattice with fermions in the fundamental representation. Triangles
denote the lattice results for fermions in the two index representation. The cross on the ovals
denote that the conclusion of the theories already being conformal is in disagreement with the
theoretical predictions as well as newer lattice results.
then emerge:
1
MdUV +dSM−4U
OSM OUV + contact terms , (3.98)
with dUV and dSM the dimensions of the two respective operators and the contact terms taking
properly into account the decoupling of the heavy states [102]. Lorentz invariance is imposed
and hence any Lorentz preserving structure of the operators is admitted. Due to the asymptoti-
cally free nature of the UV realization of the unparticle sector dUV is the underlying perturbative
dimension of the gauge singlet composite operators. Following Georgi we require near or above
the electroweak scale the hidden sector to develop an infrared fixed point which is typically
nonperturbative. The UV operator is now replaced by its IR operator with scaling dimensions
dIR = dUV − γU and a new scale ΛU , smaller than MU , naturally emerges keeping track of the
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change in dimensions. The low energy effective operator reads:
ΛγUU
MdUV +dSM−4U
OSM OIR ≡ OSM OIR
M ′U
dUV +dSM−4−γU . (3.99)
The goal here is to identify and constrain the landascape of nonsupersymmetric gauge theories
which can be used to construct the UV completion of the OIR using as tool the all order beta
function presented in [11]. This tool allows to determine at the IR fixed point γU , at least for
a primary scalar operator, directly in terms of the defining UV gauge degrees of freedom. By
comparing the explicit expression for γU with the phenomenological constraints one can imme-
diately constrain the underlying UV landscape. We observe that by using explicit realization of
the unparticle world in terms of asymptotically free gauge theories one bypasses a number of
potentially dangerous problems that an uncontrolled unparticle physical realization can provide
such as inconsistent UV constructions. A similar analysis using the supersymmetric conformal
windows has been performed in [103, 104].
3.5.1 Scalar Unparticle
As our starting point, to construct an underlying gauge theory able to provide the desired
IR fixed point in the infrared, we consider a generic SU(N) non supersymmetric gauge theory
with Nf Dirac fermions in a given representation r of the gauge group. We are now ready to
provide explicit constructions of the nonsupersymmetric unparticle sectors built out of ordinary
gauge theories.
The simplest operator to use is the scalar one constructed in the UV as follows:
OUV = ψ¯ψ , with dUV = 3 . (3.100)
At the infrared fixed point we have:
OIR with dIR = 3− γU , (3.101)
with γU = γ. A compendium of operators emerging when coupling unparticle operators with a
given scale dimension to the SM ones can be found in [105] while a comparision of constraints
from astrophysics and collider physics has appeared in [106, 107]. Allowing, for simplicity,
only parity even couplings with our scalar operator one has
OIR
M3−γZ
[
cS1f¯γµD
µf − cγγ
4
FµνF
µν
]
. (3.102)
We used the notation given in [106] in which the underlying scales of dynamics have been
arranged such that M ′U = MZ which is the Z gauge boson mass with cS1 and cγγ dimensionless
couplings. One can now directly export the phenomenological constraints onto the theory space
featuring a concrete construction of the unparticle worlds. For example, from table 2 in [106]
one learns that the strongest constraints on cS1 come from 5th force experiments while from
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table 3 [106] cγγ is constrained studying the stars’ energy loss. It turns out that for a cS1 larger
than 1.6 × 10−8 and cγγ larger than 5.3 × 10−9 one has to take γ < 4/3 which is translated in
theory space in the following range for Nf and N :
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20T (r)
≤ Nf
N
<
11
6T (r)
, (3.103)
where the upper limit corresponding to the γ = 1, i.e. dIR = 2, is intended to allow for sizable
low energy interactions. The maximum value of Nf/N = 114T (r) derives, instead, from the loss
of asymptotic freedom. The lower bound derives from the phenomenological constraints on cS1
and cγγ above. We have assumed the conformal window to extends till γ = 2, i.e. till the lower
bound of the conformal window. As an explicit example of an underlying theory for unparticle
is the SU(2) gauge theory with Nf = 7 Dirac fermions in the fundamental representation
yielding Nf/N = 3.5 which is a value within the boundaries in (3.103).
If the conformal window does not extend till γ = 2 but it is limited to the range 0 < γ ≤ 1
- where the upper bound for γ derives from the ladder approximation – then the experimental
bounds are very weak. The relevance of the knowledge of the beta function resides here in
the explicit relation between gamma at the IR fixed point and the parameters of the theory, i.e.
representation, number of flavors and colors.
3.5.2 Spinor Unparticle
Spinorial unparticle operators emerge naturally in theories with adjoint matter. In this case,
in fact, one can construct the following unparticle spinor operator:
Oα,fUV = GAµνσµναβλAβf , with dspinorUV =
5
2
, (3.104)
with A = 1, . . . N2−1 the gauge indices in the adjoint representation, α, β the spinor indices, f
the flavor index ranging from one to Nw = 2Nf which is the number of adjoint Weyl fermions
λAαf . For fermions in the adjoint the scalar unparticle constraints found earlier lead to the
following range for Nw which, for any number of colors, reads:
3.3 ≤ Nw < 3.6¯ , with 1 < γ ≤ 4/3 , (3.105)
which means that given that Nw must be an integer there is no SU(N) gauge theory with
fermions transforming solely according to the adjoint (with 1 < γ ≤ 4/3 ) representation one
can use to construct the unparticle world. If we extend γ to 5/3 corresponding to dIR = 4/3 we
have 3 ≤ Nw < 3.6¯ which means that one can construct an unparticle world with at least three
Weyl fermions. Note that further extending the window to γ = 2 does not increase the number
of possible integer values of Nw. For Nw = 3 one can then construct the gauge singlet spinor
operator Oα,fUV with the infrared nonperturbative dimension being constrained by unitarity
arguments [83, 84, 85].
Oα,f IR , with
3
2
≤ dspinorIR ≤
5
2
. (3.106)
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In order to couple this operator to the SM we need to break the SU(3) flavor symmetry acting
on the three Weyl fermions.
In the case 0 < γ < 1 then 3.6¯ < Nw < 5.5 and for 4 and 5 number of Weyl fermions an
unparticle world having also spinorial unparticle can be constructed.
For the unparticle scenario presented here the vectorial currents constructed using the fermion
bilinears must have conformal dimensions larger than two and hence they will not be considered
here. Besides, if they are conserved currents, due to non-renormalization theorems will have
dimension three even at the nonperturbative infrared fixed point leading to irrelevant operators.
3.5.3 Sizing the unparticle world: A New Universal Ratio
In [108] we suggested a measure of how large, in theory space, the fraction of the unparticle
world is. We showed that a reasonable measure is then, for a given representation, the ratio
of the area of the conformal window to that of the total window for asymptotically free gauge
theories
RFP =
∫∞
Nmin
N If dN −
∫∞
Nmin
N IIf dN∫∞
Nmin
N If dN
, (3.107)
where Nmin is the smallest number of colors permitted for the chosen representation.
Remarkably, the above ratio turned out to be universal, i.e. independent of the matter repre-
sentation, for anyN = 1 supersymmetric theory7. The value being 1/2. Using our beta function
for nonsupersymmetric theories we again find the same universal result:
RFP =
11
4
− 11
8
11
4
=
1
2
. All orders (3.108)
This must be considered, in this case, as an upper bound. Choosing γ = 1 for determining the
conformal window we find again an universal ration but this time RFP = 1/3.
A generic gauge theory will, in general, have matter transforming according to distinct rep-
resentations of the gauge group. We follow the analysis first performed in [108] of the conformal
region for a generic SU(N) gauge theory with Nf (ri) vector-like matter fields transforming ac-
cording to the representation ri with i = 1, . . . , k . We shall consider the non-supersymmetric
case here and will use our beta function to determine the fraction of conformal regions.
The generalization to k different representations for the expression determining the region
in flavor space above which asymptotic freedom is lost is simply
k∑
i=1
4
11
T (ri)Nf (ri) = C2(G) . (3.109)
Following [108] we estimate the region above which the theories develop an infrared fixed
7To be precise we can discuss the universal ratio only for the bound on the supersymmetric conformal windows.
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point via the following expression
k∑
i=1
8
11
T (ri)Nf (ri) = C2(G) , (3.110)
The volume, in flavor and color space, occupied by a generic SU(N) gauge theory is defined
to be:
Vη[Nmin, Nmax] =
∫ Nmax
Nmin
dN
k∏
i=1
∫ C2(G)−Pij=2 ηT (rj)Nf (rj)
ηT (ri+1)
0
Nf (ri+1) , (3.111)
with η reducing to the number 4/11 when the region to be evaluated is associated to the
asymptotically free one and to 8/11 when the region is the one below which one does not
expect the occurrence of an infrared fixed point. The notation is such that T (rk+1) ≡ T (r1),
Nf (rk+1) ≡ Nf (r1) and the sum
∑i
j=2 η T (rj)Nf (rj) in the upper limit of the flavor integration
vanishes for i = 1. We defined the volume within a fixed range of number of colors Nmin and
Nmax.
Hence the fraction of the conformal region to the region occupied by the asymptotically free
theories is, for a given number of representations k:
RFP =
V 4
11
[Nmin, Nmax]− V 8
11
[Nmin, Nmax]
V 4
11
[Nmin, Nmax]
= 1−
(
1
2
)k
. (3.112)
Quite surprisingly the result obtained using the present beta function does not depend on which
representation one uses but depends solely on the number k of representations present. We
recover 1/2 for k = 1. We estimated this ratio in the case of the ladder approximation first
in [108]. We noticed then a small dependence which, however, can be related to the large
uncertainty stemming from the ladder approximation. The bound of the conformal region is
larger than the one computed using the ladder approximation.
We have presented a comprehensive analysis of the phase diagram of non-supersymmetric
vector-like and strongly coupled SU(N ) gauge theories with matter in various representations
of the gauge group.
Other approaches, such as the instanton-liquid model [109] or the one developed in [110,
111, 112] have also been used to investigate the QCD chiral phase transition as function of the
number of flavors. According to the instanton-liquid model one expects for QCD the transition
to occur for a very small number of flavors. This result is at odds with the bound for the
conformal window found with our novel beta function [11] as well lattice data [71].
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4 Minimal Walking Theories
The simplest technicolor model has NTf Dirac fermions in the fundamental representation
of SU(N). These models, when extended to accommodate the fermion masses through the
extended technicolor interactions, suffer from large flavor changing neutral currents. This prob-
lem is alleviated if the number of flavors is sufficiently large such that the theory is almost
conformal. This is estimated to happen for NTf ∼ 4N [32] as also summarized in the section
dedicated to the Phase Diagram of strongly interacting theories. This, in turn, implies a large
contribution to the oblique parameter S (within naive estimates) [113]. Although near the con-
formal window [37, 41] the S parameter is reduced due to non-perturbative corrections, it is still
too large if the model has a large particle content. In addition, such models may have a large
number of pseudo Nambu-Goldstone bosons. By choosing a higher dimensional technicolor
representation for the new technifermions one can overcome these problems [6, 113].
To have a very low S parameter one would ideally have a technicolor theory which with
only one doublet breaks dynamically the electroweak theory but at the same time being walking
to reduce the S parameter. The walking nature then also enhances the scale responsible for the
fermion mass generation.
According to the phase diagram exhibited earlier the promising candidate theories with the
properties required are either theories with fermions in the adjoint representation or two index
symmetric one. In Table 2 we present the generic S-type theory.
SU(N) SUL(NTf ) SUR(NTf ) UV (1) UA(1)
QL 1 1 1
Q¯R 1 −1 1
Gµ Adj 0 0 0 0
Table 2: Schematic representation of a generic nonsupersymmetric vector like SU(N) gauge
theory with matter content in the two-index representation. Here QL(R) are Weyl fermions.
The relevant feature, found first in [6] using the ladder approximation, is that the S-type
theories can be near conformal already at NTf = 2 when N = 2 or 3. This should be contrasted
with theories in which the fermions are in the fundamental representation for which the mini-
mum number of flavors required to reach the conformal window is eight for N = 2. This last
statement is supported by the all order beta function results [11] as well as lattice simulations
[70, 98, 71]. The critical value of flavors increases with the number of colors for the gauge
theory with S-type matter: the limiting value is 4.15 at large N .
The situation is different for the theory with A-type matter. Here the critical number of
flavors increases when decreasing the number of colors. The maximum value of about NTf =
12 is obtained - in the ladder approximation - for N = 3, i.e. standard QCD. In reference [113]
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it has been argued that the nearly conformal A-type theories have, already at the perturbative
level, a very large S parameter with respect to the experimental data. These theories can be re-
considered if one gauges under the electroweak symmetry only a part of the flavor symmetries
as we shall see in the section dedicated to partially gauged technicolor.
4.1 Minimal Walking Technicolor (MWT)
The dynamical sector we consider, which underlies the Higgs mechanism, is an SU(2) tech-
nicolor gauge theory with two adjoint technifermions [6]. The theory is asymptotically free if
the number of flavorsNf is less than 2.75 according to the ladder approximation. Lattice results
support the conformal or near conformal behavior of this theory. In any event the symmetries
and properties of this model make it ideal for a comprehensive study for LHC physics.
The two adjoint fermions are conveniently written as
QaL =
(
Ua
Da
)
L
, UaR , D
a
R , a = 1, 2, 3 , (4.113)
with a being the adjoint color index of SU(2). The left handed fields are arranged in three
doublets of the SU(2)L weak interactions in the standard fashion. The condensate is 〈U¯U+D¯D〉
which correctly breaks the electroweak symmetry as already argued for ordinary QCD in (2.18).
The model as described so far suffers from the Witten topological anomaly [114]. How-
ever, this can easily be solved by adding a new weakly charged fermionic doublet which is a
technicolor singlet [7]. Schematically:
LL =
(
N
E
)
L
, NR , ER . (4.114)
In general, the gauge anomalies cancel using the following generic hypercharge assignment
Y (QL) =
y
2
, Y (UR, DR) =
(
y + 1
2
,
y − 1
2
)
, (4.115)
Y (LL) =− 3y
2
, Y (NR, ER) =
(−3y + 1
2
,
−3y − 1
2
)
, (4.116)
where the parameter y can take any real value [7]. In our notation the electric charge is Q =
T3 + Y , where T3 is the weak isospin generator. One recovers the SM hypercharge assignment
for y = 1/3.
To discuss the symmetry properties of the theory it is convenient to use the Weyl basis for the
fermions and arrange them in the following vector transforming according to the fundamental
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representation of SU(4)
Q =

UL
DL
−iσ2U∗R
−iσ2D∗R
 , (4.117)
where UL and DL are the left handed techniup and technidown, respectively and UR and DR
are the corresponding right handed particles. Assuming the standard breaking to the maximal
diagonal subgroup, the SU(4) symmetry spontaneously breaks to SO(4). Such a breaking is
driven by the following condensate
〈Qαi Qβj αβEij〉 = −2〈URUL +DRDL〉 , (4.118)
where the indices i, j = 1, . . . , 4 denote the components of the tetraplet of Q, and the Greek
indices indicate the ordinary spin. The matrix E is a 4 × 4 matrix defined in terms of the
2-dimensional unit matrix as
E =
(
0 1
1 0
)
. (4.119)
We follow the notation of Wess and Bagger [115] αβ = −iσ2αβ and 〈UαLUR∗βαβ〉 =
−〈URUL〉. A similar expression holds for the D techniquark. The above condensate is in-
variant under an SO(4) symmetry. This leaves us with nine broken generators with associated
Goldstone bosons.
Replacing the Higgs sector of the SM with the MWT the Lagrangian now reads:
LH → −1
4
FaµνFaµν + iQ¯LγµDµQL + iU¯RγµDµUR + iD¯RγµDµDR
+iL¯Lγ
µDµLL + iN¯Rγ
µDµNR + iE¯Rγ
µDµER (4.120)
with the technicolor field strength Faµν = ∂µAaν −∂νAaµ + gTCabcAbµAcν , a, b, c = 1, . . . , 3. For
the left handed techniquarks the covariant derivative is:
DµQ
a
L =
(
δac∂µ + gTCAbµabc − i
g
2
~Wµ · ~τδac − ig′y
2
Bµδ
ac
)
QcL . (4.121)
Aµ are the techni gauge bosons, Wµ are the gauge bosons associated to SU(2)L and Bµ is
the gauge boson associated to the hypercharge. τa are the Pauli matrices and abc is the fully
antisymmetric symbol. In the case of right handed techniquarks the third term containing the
weak interactions disappears and the hypercharge y/2 has to be replaced according to whether
it is an up or down techniquark. For the left-handed leptons the second term containing the
technicolor interactions disappears and y/2 changes to −3y/2. Only the last term is present for
the right handed leptons with an appropriate hypercharge assignment.
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4.1.1 Low Energy Theory for MWT
We construct the effective theory for MWT including composite scalars and vector bosons,
their self interactions, and their interactions with the electroweak gauge fields and the standard
model fermions
4.1.2 Scalar Sector
The relevant effective theory for the Higgs sector at the electroweak scale consists, in our
model, of a composite Higgs and its pseudoscalar partner, as well as nine pseudoscalar Gold-
stone bosons and their scalar partners. These can be assembled in the matrix
M =
[
σ + iΘ
2
+
√
2(iΠa + Π˜a)Xa
]
E , (4.122)
which transforms under the full SU(4) group according to
M → uMuT , with u ∈ SU(4) . (4.123)
The Xa’s, a = 1, . . . , 9 are the generators of the SU(4) group which do not leave the vacuum
expectation value (VEV) of M invariant
〈M〉 = v
2
E . (4.124)
Note that the notation used is such that σ is a scalar while the Πa’s are pseudoscalars. It
is convenient to separate the fifteen generators of SU(4) into the six that leave the vacuum
invariant, Sa, and the remaining nine that do not, Xa. Then the Sa generators of the SO(4)
subgroup satisfy the relation
SaE + E SaT = 0 , with a = 1, . . . , 6 , (4.125)
so that uEuT = E, for u ∈ SO(4). The explicit realization of the generators is shown in ap-
pendix B. With the tilde fields included, the matrixM is invariant in form under U(4)≡SU(4)×U(1)A,
rather than just SU(4). However the U(1)A axial symmetry is anomalous, and is therefore bro-
ken at the quantum level.
The connection between the composite scalars and the underlying techniquarks can be de-
rived from the transformation properties under SU(4), by observing that the elements of the
matrix M transform like techniquark bilinears:
Mij ∼ Qαi Qβj εαβ with i, j = 1 . . . 4. (4.126)
Using this expression, and the basis matrices given in appendix B, the scalar fields can be
related to the wavefunctions of the techniquark bound states. This gives the following charge
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eigenstates:
v +H ≡ σ ∼ UU +DD , Θ ∼ i (Uγ5U +Dγ5D) ,
A0 ≡ Π˜3 ∼ UU −DD , Π0 ≡ Π3 ∼ i (Uγ5U −Dγ5D) ,
A+ ≡ Π˜
1 − iΠ˜2√
2
∼ DU , Π+ ≡ Π
1 − iΠ2√
2
∼ iDγ5U ,
A− ≡ Π˜
1 + iΠ˜2√
2
∼ UD , Π− ≡ Π
1 + iΠ2√
2
∼ iUγ5D ,
(4.127)
for the technimesons, and
ΠUU ≡ Π
4 + iΠ5 + Π6 + iΠ7
2
∼ UTCU ,
ΠDD ≡ Π
4 + iΠ5 − Π6 − iΠ7
2
∼ DTCD ,
ΠUD ≡ Π
8 + iΠ9√
2
∼ UTCD ,
Π˜UU ≡ Π˜
4 + iΠ˜5 + Π˜6 + iΠ˜7
2
∼ iUTCγ5U ,
Π˜DD ≡ Π˜
4 + iΠ˜5 − Π˜6 − iΠ˜7
2
∼ iDTCγ5D ,
Π˜UD ≡ Π˜
8 + iΠ˜9√
2
∼ iUTCγ5D ,
(4.128)
for the technibaryons, where U ≡ (UL, UR)T and D ≡ (DL, DR)T are Dirac technifermions,
and C is the charge conjugation matrix, needed to form Lorentz-invariant objects. To these
technibaryon charge eigenstates we must add the corresponding charge conjugate states (e.g.
ΠUU → ΠUU ).
It is instructive to split the scalar matrix into four two by two blocks as follows:
M =
( X O
OT Z
)
, (4.129)
with X and Z two complex symmetric matrices accounting for six independent degrees of
freedom each andO is a generic complex two by two matrix featuring eight real bosonic fields.
O accounts for the standard model like Higgs doublet and a second copy as well as for the three
Goldstones which upon electroweak gauging will become the longitudinal components of the
intermediate massive vector bosons.
The electroweak subgroup can be embedded in SU(4), as explained in detail in [117]. Here
SO(4) is the subgroup to which SU(4) is maximally broken. The generators Sa, with a =
1, 2, 3, form an SU(2) subgroup of SU(4), which we denote by SU(2)V, while S4 forms a U(1)V
subgroup. The Sa generators, with a = 1, .., 4, together with theXa generators, with a = 1, 2, 3,
generate an SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)V algebra. This is easily seen by changing genarator basis
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from (Sa, Xa) to (La, Ra), where
La ≡ S
a +Xa√
2
=
(
τa
2
0
0 0
)
, −RaT ≡ S
a −Xa√
2
=
(
0 0
0 − τaT
2
)
, (4.130)
with a = 1, 2, 3. The electroweak gauge group is then obtained by gauging SU(2)L, and the
U(1)Y subgroup of SU(2)R × U(1)V, where
Y = −R3T +
√
2 YV S
4 , (4.131)
and YV is the U(1)V charge. For example, from Eq. (4.115) and Eq. (4.116) we see that YV = y
for the techniquarks, and YV = −3y for the new leptons. As SU(4) spontaneously breaks to
SO(4), SU(2)L × SU(2)R breaks to SU(2)V. As a consequence, the electroweak symmetry
breaks to U(1)Q, where
Q =
√
2 S3 +
√
2 YV S
4 . (4.132)
Moreover the SU(2)V group, being entirely contained in the unbroken SO(4), acts as a custodial
isospin, which insures that the ρ parameter is equal to one at tree-level.
The electroweak covariant derivative for the M matrix is
DµM = ∂µM − i g
[
Gµ(y)M +MG
T
µ (y)
]
, (4.133)
where
g Gµ(YV) = g W
a
µ L
a + g′ Bµ Y
= g W aµ L
a + g′ Bµ
(
−R3T +
√
2 YV S
4
)
. (4.134)
Notice that in the last equation Gµ(YV) is written for a general U(1)V charge YV, while in
Eq. (4.133) we have to take the U(1)V charge of the techniquarks, YV = y, since these are the
constituents of the matrix M , as explicitly shown in Eq. (4.126).
Three of the nine Goldstone bosons associated with the broken generators become the lon-
gitudinal degrees of freedom of the massive weak gauge bosons, while the extra six Goldstone
bosons will acquire a mass due to extended technicolor interactions (ETC) as well as the elec-
troweak interactions per se. Using a bottom up approach we will not commit to a specific ETC
theory but limit ourself to introduce the minimal low energy operators needed to construct a
phenomenologically viable theory. The new Higgs Lagrangian is
LHiggs = 1
2
Tr
[
DµMD
µM †
]− V(M) + LETC , (4.135)
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where the potential reads
V(M) = −m
2
2
Tr[MM †] +
λ
4
Tr
[
MM †
]2
+ λ′Tr
[
MM †MM †
]
− 2λ′′ [Det(M) + Det(M †)] , (4.136)
and LETC contains all terms which are generated by the ETC interactions, and not by the chiral
symmetry breaking sector. Notice that the determinant terms (which are renormalizable) ex-
plicitly break the U(1)A symmetry, and give mass to Θ, which would otherwise be a massless
Goldstone boson. While the potential has a (spontaneously broken) SU(4) global symmetry, the
largest global symmetry of the kinetic term is SU(2)L×U(1)R×U(1)V (where U(1)R is the τ 3
part of SU(2)R), and becomes SU(4) in the g, g′ → 0 limit. Under electroweak gauge transfor-
mations, M transforms like
M(x)→ u(x; y) M(x) uT (x; y) , (4.137)
where
u(x;YV) = exp
[
iαa(x)La + iβ(x)
(
−R3T +
√
2 YV S
4
)]
, (4.138)
and YV = y. We explicitly break the SU(4) symmetry in order to provide mass to the Gold-
stone bosons which are not eaten by the weak gauge bosons. We, however, preserve the full
SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)V subgroup of SU(4), since breaking SU(2)R×U(1)V to U(1)Y would
result in a potentially dangerous violation of the custodial isospin symmetry. Assuming parity
invariance we write:
LETC = m
2
ETC
4
Tr
[
MBM †B +MM †
]
+ · · · , (4.139)
where the ellipses represent possible higher dimensional operators, and B ≡ 2√2S4 commutes
with the SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)V generators.
The potential V(M) is SU(4) invariant. It produces a VEV which parameterizes the techni-
quark condensate, and spontaneously breaks SU(4) to SO(4). In terms of the model parameters
the VEV is
v2 = 〈σ〉2 = m
2
λ+ λ′ − λ′′ , (4.140)
while the Higgs mass is
M2H = 2 m
2 . (4.141)
The linear combination λ + λ′ − λ′′ corresponds to the Higgs self coupling in the SM. The
three pseudoscalar mesons Π±, Π0 correspond to the three massless Goldstone bosons which
are absorbed by the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the W± and Z boson. The remaining
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six uneaten Goldstone bosons are technibaryons, and all acquire tree-level degenerate mass
through, not yet specified, ETC interactions:
M2ΠUU = M
2
ΠUD
= M2ΠDD = m
2
ETC . (4.142)
The remaining scalar and pseudoscalar masses are
M2Θ = 4v
2λ′′
M2A± = M
2
A0 = 2v
2 (λ′ + λ′′) (4.143)
for the technimesons, and
M2eΠUU = M2eΠUD = M2eΠDD = m2ETC + 2v2 (λ′ + λ′′) , (4.144)
for the technibaryons. To gain insight on some of the mass relations one can use [113].
4.1.3 Vector Bosons
The composite vector bosons of a theory with a global SU(4) symmetry are conveniently
described by the four-dimensional traceless Hermitian matrix
Aµ = Aaµ T a , (4.145)
where T a are the SU(4) generators: T a = Sa, for a = 1, . . . , 6, and T a+6 = Xa, for a =
1, . . . , 9. Under an arbitrary SU(4) transformation, Aµ transforms like
Aµ → u Aµ u† , where u ∈ SU(4) . (4.146)
Eq. (4.146), together with the tracelessness of the matrix Aµ, gives the connection with the
techniquark bilinears:
Aµ,ji ∼ Qαi σµαβ˙Q¯β˙,j −
1
4
δjiQ
α
kσ
µ
αβ˙
Q¯β˙,k . (4.147)
Then we find the following relations between the charge eigenstates and the wavefunctions of
the composite objects:
v0µ ≡ A3µ ∼ U¯γµU − D¯γµD , a0µ ≡ A9µ ∼ U¯γµγ5U − D¯γµγ5D
v+µ ≡ A
1µ − iA2µ√
2
∼ D¯γµU , a+µ ≡ A
7µ − iA8µ√
2
∼ D¯γµγ5U
v−µ ≡ A
1µ + iA2µ√
2
∼ U¯γµD , a−µ ≡ A
7µ + iA8µ√
2
∼ U¯γµγ5D
v4µ ≡ A4µ ∼ U¯γµU + D¯γµD ,
(4.148)
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for the vector mesons, and
xµUU ≡
A10µ + iA11µ + A12µ + iA13µ
2
∼ UTCγµγ5U ,
xµDD ≡
A10µ + iA11µ − A12µ − iA13µ
2
∼ DTCγµγ5D ,
xµUD ≡
A14µ + iA15µ√
2
∼ DTCγµγ5U ,
sµUD ≡
A6µ − iA5µ√
2
∼ UTCγµD ,
(4.149)
for the vector baryons.
There are different approaches on how to introduce vector mesons at the effective La-
grangian level. At the tree level they are all equivalent. The main differences emerge when
exploring quantum corrections.
In the appendix we will show how to introduce the vector mesons in a way that renders the
following Lagrangian amenable to loop computations. Based on these premises, the minimal
kinetic Lagrangian is:
Lkinetic = −1
2
Tr
[
W˜µνW˜
µν
]
− 1
4
BµνB
µν − 1
2
Tr
[
FµνF
µν
]
+m2A Tr
[
CµC
µ
]
, (4.150)
where W˜µν and Bµν are the ordinary field strength tensors for the electroweak gauge fields.
Strictly speaking the terms above are not only kinetic ones since the Lagrangian contains a
mass term as well as self interactions. The tilde on W a indicates that the associated states are
not yet the standard model weak triplets: in fact these states mix with the composite vectors to
form mass eigenstates corresponding to the ordinary W and Z bosons. Fµν is the field strength
tensor for the new SU(4) vector bosons,
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − ig˜ [Aµ, Aν ] , (4.151)
and the vector field Cµ is defined by
Cµ ≡ Aµ − g
g˜
Gµ(y) . (4.152)
As shown in the appendix this is the appropriate linear combination to take which transforms
homogeneously under the electroweak symmetries:
Cµ(x) → u(x; y) Cµ(x) u(x; y)† , (4.153)
where u(x;YV) is given by Eq. (4.138). (Once again, the specific assignment YV = y, due to
the fact that the composite vectors are built out of techniquark bilinears.) The mass term in
Eq. (4.150) is gauge invariant (see the appendix), and gives a degenerate mass to all composite
vector bosons, while leaving the actual gauge bosons massless. (The latter acquire mass as
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usual from the covariant derivative term of the scalar matrix M , after spontaneous symmetry
breaking.)
The Cµ fields couple with M via gauge invariant operators. Up to dimension four operators
the Lagrangian is (see the appendix for a more general treatment):
LM−C = g˜2 r1 Tr
[
CµC
µMM †
]
+ g˜2 r2 Tr
[
CµMC
µTM †
]
+ i g˜ r3 Tr
[
Cµ
(
M(DµM)† − (DµM)M †)]+ g˜2 s Tr [CµCµ] Tr [MM †] .
(4.154)
The dimensionless parameters r1, r2, r3, s parameterize the strength of the interactions between
the composite scalars and vectors in units of g˜, and are therefore naturally expected to be of
order one. However, notice that for r1 = r2 = r3 = 0 the overall Lagrangian possesses two
independent SU(2)L×U(1)R×U(1)V global symmetries. One for the terms involving M and
one for the terms involving Cµ 8. The Higgs potential only breaks the symmetry associated
with M , while leaving the symmetry in the vector sector unbroken. This enhanced symmetry
guarantees that all r-terms are still zero after loop corrections. Moreover if one chooses r1, r2,
r3 to be small the near enhanced symmetry will protect these values against large corrections
[116, 117].
We can also construct dimension four operators including only Cµ fields. These new opera-
tors will not affect our analysis but will be relevant when investigating corrections to the trilinear
and quadrilinear gauge bosons interactions. We will include these terms in appendix C.3.
4.1.4 Fermions and Yukawa Interactions
The fermionic content of the effective theory consists of the standard model quarks and
leptons, the new lepton doublet L = (N,E) introduced to cure the Witten anomaly, and a
composite techniquark-technigluon doublet.
We now consider the limit according to which the SU(4) symmetry is, at first, extended to
ordinary quarks and leptons. Of course, we will need to break this symmetry to accommodate
the standard model phenomenology. We start by arranging the SU(2) doublets in SU(4) multi-
plets as we did for the techniquarks in Eq. (4.117). We therefore introduce the four component
vectors qi and li,
qi =

uiL
diL
−iσ2uiR∗
−iσ2diR∗
 , li =

νiL
eiL
−iσ2νiR∗
−iσ2eiR∗
 , (4.155)
where i is the generation index. Note that such an extended SU(4) symmetry automatically
predicts the presence of a right handed neutrino for each generation. In addition to the standard
8The gauge fields explicitly break the original SU(4) global symmetry to SU(2)L×U(1)R×U(1)V, where U(1)R
is the T 3 part of SU(2)R, in the SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)V subgroup of SU(4).
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model fields there is an SU(4) multiplet for the new leptons,
L =

NL
EL
−iσ2NR∗
−iσ2ER∗
 , (4.156)
and a multiplet for the techniquark-technigluon bound state,
Q˜ =

U˜L
D˜L
−iσ2U˜∗R
−iσ2D˜∗R
 . (4.157)
With this arrangement, the electroweak covariant derivative for the fermion fields can be written
Dµ = ∂µ − i g Gµ(YV) , (4.158)
where YV = 1/3 for the quarks, YV = −1 for the leptons, YV = −3y for the new lepton doublet,
and YV = y for the techniquark-technigluon bound state. One can check that these charge
assignments give the correct electroweak quantum numbers for the standard model fermions.
In addition to the covariant derivative terms, we should add a term coupling Q˜ to the vector field
Cµ, which transforms globally under electroweak gauge transformations. Such a term naturally
couples the composite fermions to the composite vector bosons which otherwise would only
feel the week interactions. Based on this, we write the following gauge part of the fermion
Lagrangian:
Lfermion = i qiα˙σµ,α˙βDµqiβ + i l
i
α˙σ
µ,α˙βDµl
i
β + i Lα˙σ
µ,α˙βDµLβ + i Q˜α˙σ
µ,α˙βDµQ˜β
+ x Q˜α˙σ
µ,α˙βCµQ˜β (4.159)
The terms coupling the standard model fermions or the new leptons to Cµ are in general not
allowed. In fact under electroweak gauge transformations any four-component fermion doublet
ψ transforms like
ψ → u(x;YV) ψ , (4.160)
and from Eq. (4.153) we see that a term like ψασµ
αβ˙
Cµψ
β˙
is only invariant if YV = y. Then we
can distinguish two cases. First, we can have y 6= 1/3 and y 6= −1, in which case ψασµ
αβ˙
Cµψ
β˙
is only invariant for ψ = Q˜. Interaction terms of the standard model fermions with components
of Cµ are still possible, but these would break the SU(4) chiral simmetry even in the limit in
which the electroweak gauge interactions are switched off. Second, we can have y = 1/3 or
y = −1. Then ψασµ
αβ˙
Cµψ
β˙
is not only invariant for ψ = Q˜, but also for either ψ = qi or
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ψ = li, respectively. In the last two cases, however, the corresponding interactions are highly
suppressed, since these give rise to anomalous couplings of the light fermions with the standard
model gauge bosons, which are tightly constrained by experiments.
We now turn to the issue of providing masses to ordinary fermions. In the first chapter
the simplest ETC model has been briefly reviewed. Many extensions of technicolor have been
suggested in the literature to address this problem. Some of the extensions use another strongly
coupled gauge dynamics, others introduce fundamental scalars. Many variants of the schemes
presented above exist and a review of the major models is the one by Hill and Simmons [4]. At
the moment there is not yet a consensus on which is the correct ETC. To keep the number of
fields minimal we make the most economical ansatz, i.e. we parameterize our ignorance about
a complete ETC theory by simply coupling the fermions to our low energy effective Higgs.
This simple construction minimizes the flavor changing neutral currents problem. It is worth
mentioning that it is possible to engineer a schematic ETC model proposed first by Randall in
[118] and adapted for the MWT in [90] for which the effective theory presented in the main
text can be considered a minimal description. Another non minimal way to give masses to the
ordinary fermions is to (re)introduce a new Higgs doublet as already done many times in the
literature [119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 13].
Depending on the value of y for the techniquarks, we can write different Yukawa interactions
which couple the standard model fermions to the matrix M . Let ψ denote either qi or li. If ψ
and the techniquark multiplets Qa have the same U(1)V charge, then the Yukawa term
− ψTM∗ψ + h.c. , (4.161)
is gauge invariant, as one can check explicitly from Eq. (4.137) and Eq. (4.160). Otherwise, if
ψ and Qa have different U(1)V charges, we can only write a gauge invariant Lagrangian with
the off-diagonal terms of M , which contain the Higgs and the Goldstone bosons:
− ψTM∗off ψ + h.c. . (4.162)
In fact Moff has no U(1)V charge, since
S4Moff +MoffS
4T = 0 , (4.163)
The last equation implies that the U(1)V charges of ψT and ψ cancel in Eq. (4.162). The latter is
actually the only viable Yukawa Lagrangian for the new leptons, since the corresponding U(1)V
charge is YV = −3y 6= y, and for the ordinary quarks, since Eq. (4.161) contains qq terms
which are not color singlets.
We notice however that neither Eq. (4.161) nor Eq. (4.162) are phenomenologically viable
yet, since they leave the SU(2)R subgroup of SU(4) unbroken, and the corresponding Yukawa
interactions do not distinguish between the up-type and the down-type fermions. In order to
prevent this feature, and recover agreement with the experimental input, we break the SU(2)R
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symmetry to U(1)R by using the projection operators PU and PD, where
PU =
(
1 0
0 1+τ
3
2
)
, PD =
(
1 0
0 1−τ
3
2
)
. (4.164)
Then, for example, Eq. (4.161) should be replaced by
− ψT (PUM∗PU)ψ − ψT (PDM∗PD)ψ + h.c. . (4.165)
For illustration we distinguish two different cases for our analysis, y 6= −1 and y = −1,
and write the corresponding Yukawa interactions:
(i) y 6= −1. In this case we can only form gauge invariant terms with the standard model
fermions by using the off-diagonal M matrix. Allowing for both N − E and U˜ − D˜ mass
splitting, we write
LYukawa = − yiju qiT (PUM∗offPU) qj − yijd qiT (PDM∗offPD) qj
− yijν liT (PUM∗offPU) lj − yije liT (PDM∗offPD) lj
− yN LT (PUM∗offPU)L− yE LT (PDM∗offPD)L
− yeUQ˜T (PUM∗PU) Q˜− y eDQ˜T (PDM∗PD) Q˜ + h.c. , (4.166)
where yiju , y
ij
d , y
ij
ν , y
ij
e are arbitrary complex matrices, and yN , yE , yeU , y eD are complex numbers.
Note that the underlying strong dynamics already provides a dynamically generated mass term
for Q˜ of the type:
k Q˜TM∗Q˜+ h.c. , (4.167)
with k a dimensionless coefficient of order one and entirely fixed within the underlying the-
ory. The splitting between the up and down type techniquarks is due to physics beyond the
technicolor interactions 9. Hence the Yukawa interactions for Q˜ must be interpreted as already
containing the dynamical generated mass term.
(ii) y = −1. In this case we can form gauge invariant terms with the standard model leptons
and the full M matrix:
LYukawa = − yiju qiT (PUM∗offPU) qj − yijd qiT (PDM∗offPD) qj
− yijν liT (PUM∗PU) lj − yije liT (PDM∗PD) lj
− yN LT (PUM∗offPU)L− yE LT (PDM∗offPD)L
− yeUQ˜T (PUM∗PU) Q˜− y eDQ˜T (PDM∗PD) Q˜ + h.c. . (4.168)
Here we are assuming Dirac masses for the neutrinos, but we can easily add also Majorana
mass terms. At this point one can exploit the symmetries of the kinetic terms to induce a GIM
mechanism, which works out exactly like in the standard model. Therefore, in both Eq. (4.166)
and Eq. (4.168) we can assume yiju , y
ij
d , y
ij
ν , y
ij
e to be diagonal matrices, and replace the d
i
L
9Small splittings with respect to the electroweak scale will be induced by the standard model corrections per
se.
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and νiL fields, in the kinetic terms, with V
ij
q d
j
L and V
ij
l ν
j
L, respectively, where Vq and Vl are the
mixing matrices.
When y = −1 Q˜ has the same quantum numbers of the ordinary leptons, except for the
technibaryon number. If the technibaryon number is violated they can mix with the ordinary
leptons behaving effectively as a fourth generation leptons (see Eq. (4.168)). However this will
reintroduce, in general, anomalous couplings with intermediate gauge bosons for the ordinary
fermions and hence we assume the mixing to be small.
4.2 Constraining the MWT effective Lagrangian via WSRs & S parame-
ter
In our effective theory the S parameter is directly proportional to the parameter r3 via:
S =
8pi
g˜2
χ (2− χ) , with χ = v
2g˜2
2M2A
r3 , (4.169)
where we have expanded in g/g˜ and kept only the leading order. The full expression can be
found in the appendix D of [9] and it is also reported in the appendix here. We can now use the
sum rules to relate r3 to other parameters in the theory for the running and the walking case.
Within the effective theory we deduce:
F 2V =
(
1− χr2
r3
)
2M2A
g˜2
=
2M2V
g˜2
, F 2A = 2
M2A
g˜2
(1− χ)2 , F 2pi = v2(1− χ r3) . (4.170)
Hence the first WSR reads:
1 + r2 − 2r3 = 0 , (4.171)
while the second:
(r2 − r3)(v2g˜2(r2 + r3)− 4M2A) = a
16pi2
d(R)
v2 (1− χ r3)2 . (4.172)
To gain analytical insight we consider the limit in which g˜ is small while g/g˜ is still much
smaller than one. To leading order in g˜ the second sum rule simplifies to:
r3 − r2 = a 4pi
2
d(R)
v2
M2A
, (4.173)
Together with the first sum rule we find:
r2 = 1− 2t , r3 = 1− t , (4.174)
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with
t = a
4pi2
d(R)
v2
M2A
. (4.175)
The approximate S parameter reads.
S = 8pi
v2
M2A
(1− t) . (4.176)
A positive a renders S smaller than expected in a running theory for a given value of the axial
mass. In the next subsection we will make a similar analysis without taking the limit of small
g˜.
4.2.1 Axial-Vector Spectrum via WSRs
It is is interesting to determine the relative vector to axial spectrum as function of one of the
two masses, say the axial one, for a fixed value of the S parameter meant to be associated to a
given underlying gauge theory.
For a running type dynamics (i.e. a = 0) the two WSRs force the vector mesons to be quite
heavy (above 3 TeV) in order to have a relatively low S parameter (S ' 0.1). This can be seen
directly from Eq. (4.169) in the running regime, where r2 = r3 = 1. This leads to
M2A &
8piv2
S
, (4.177)
which corresponds toMA & 3.6 TeV, for S ' 0.11. Perhaps a more physical way to express this
is to say that it is hard to have an intrinsically small S parameter for running type theories. By
small we mean smaller than the scaled up technicolor version of QCD with two techniflavors,
in which S ' 0.3. In Figure 10 we plot the difference between the axial and vector mass as
function of the axial mass, for S '0.11. Since Eq. (4.177) provides a lower bound for MA, this
plot shows that in the running regime the axial mass is always heavier than the vector mass. In
fact the M2A −M2V difference is proportional to r2, with a positive proportionality factor (see
the appendix), and r2 = 1 in the running regime.
When considering the second WSR modified by the walking dynamics, we observe that it
is possible to have quite light spin one vector mesons compatible with a small S parameter. We
numerically solve the first and second WSR in presence of the contribution due to walking in
the second sum rule. The results are summarized in Figure 11. As for the running case we set
again S ' 0.11. This value is close to the estimate in the underlying MWT 10. The different
10For the MWT we separate the contribution due to the new leptonic sector (which will be dealt with later
in the main text) and the one due to the underlying strongly coupled gauge theory which is expected to be well
represented by the perturbative contribution and is of the order of 1/2pi. When comparing with the S parameter
from the vector meson sector of the effective theory we should subtract from the underlying S the one due to the
new fermionic composite states U˜ and D˜. This contribution is very small since it is 1/6pi in the limit when these
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Figure 10: In the picture above we have set 103Sˆ = 1, corresponding to S ≃ 0.11. In the
appendix we have provided the relation between Sˆ and the traditional S. Here we have imposed
the first and the second WSR for a = 0. This corresponds to an underlying gauge theory with a
standard running behavior of the coupling constant.
curves are obtained by varying g˜ from one (the thinnest curve) to eight (the thickest curve). We
plot the allowed values of MA −MV as function of MA in the left panel, having imposed only
the first sum rule. In the right panel we compute the corresponding value that a should assume
as function of MA in order for the second WSR to be satisfied in the walking regime as well.
Our computation shows that it is possible to have walking theories with light vector mesons and
a small S parameter. Such a scenario, however, needs a positive value of a, together with an
exotic vector spectrum according to which the axial is lighter than its associated vector meson11.
However for spin one fields heavier than roughly 2.5 TeV and with still a positive a one has an
axial meson heavier than the vector one. A degenerate spectrum allows for a small S but with
relatively large values of a and spin one masses around 2.5 TeV. We observe that a becomes
zero (and eventually negative) when the vector spectrum becomes sufficiently heavy. In other
words we recover the running behavior for large masses of spin-one fields. Although in the plot
we show negative values of a one should stop the analysis after having reached a zero value of
a. In fact, for masses heavier than roughly 3.5 TeV the second WSR for the running behavior,
i.e. a = 0, is enforced.
Our results are general and help elucidating how different underlying dynamics will mani-
fest itself at LHC. Any four dimensional strongly interacting theory replacing the Higgs mech-
anism, with two Dirac techniflavors gauged under the electroweak theory, is expected to have
a spectrum of the low lying vector resonances like the one presented above. We note that the
resonance inversion does not imply a negative or zero S parameter.
states are degenerate and heavier than the Z gauge boson.
11The sum rules do not contain sufficient information to predict the relative spectral ordering of the vector and
axial vector mesons. We have hence studied both orderings.
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plot the allo ed values of A V as function of A in the left panel, having imposed only
the first su rule. In the right panel e co pute the corresponding value that a should assume
as function of A in order for the second SR to be satisfied in the walking regime as well.
Our computation shows that it is possible to have walking theories with light vector mesons and
a small S parameter. Such a scenario, however, needs a positive value of a, together with an
exotic vector spectrum according to which the axial is lighter than its associated vector meson11.
However for spin one fields heavier than roughly 2.5 TeV and with still a positive a one has an
axial meson heavier than the vector one. A degenerate spectrum allows for a small S but with
relatively large values of a and spin one masses around 2.5 TeV. We observe that a becomes
zero (and eventually negative) when the vector spectrum becomes sufficiently heavy. In other
words we recover the running behavior for large masses of spin-one fields. Although in the plot
we show negative values of a one should stop the analysis after having reached a zero value of
a. In fact, for masses heavier than roughly 3.5 TeV the second WSR for the running behavior,
i.e. a = 0, is enforced.
Our results are general and help elucidating how different underlying dynamics will mani-
fest itself at LHC. Any four dimensional strongly interacting theory replacing the Higgs mech-
anism, with two Dirac techniflavors gauged under the electroweak theory, is expected to have
a spectrum of the low lying vector resonances like the one presented above. We note that the
resonance inversion does not imply a negative or zero S parameter.
states are degenerate and heavier than the Z gauge boson.
11The sum rules do not contain sufficient information to predict the relative spectral ordering of the vector and
axial vector mesons. We have hence studied both orderings.
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Figure 11: In the two pictures above we have set 103Sˆ = 1, corresponding to S ' 0.11, and the
different curves are obtained by varying g˜ from one (the thinnest curve) to eight (the thickest
curve). We have imposed the first WSR. Left Panel: We plot the allowed values of MA −MV
as function of MA. Right Panel: We compute the value that a should assume as function of MA
in order for the second WSR to be satisfied in the walking regime. Note that a is expected to be
positive or zero.
4.2.2 Reducing S via New Leptons
We have studied the effects of the lepton family on the electroweak parameters in [7], we
summarize here the main results in Figure 12. The ellipses represent the one standard deviation
confidence region for the S and T parameters. The upper ellipse is for a reference Higgs mass
of the order of 1 TeV while the lower curve is for a light Higgs with mass around 114 GeV.
The contribution from the MWT theory per se and of the leptons as function of the new lepton
masses is expressed by the dark grey region. The left panel has been obtained using a SM type
hypercharge assignment while the right hand graph is for y = 1. In both pictures the regions of
overlap between the theory and the precision contours are achieved when the upper component
of the weak isospin doublet is lighter than the lower component. The opposite case leads to a
total S which is larger than the one predicted within the new strongly coupled dynamics per
se. This is due to the sign of the hypercharge for the new leptons. The mass range used in the
plots, in the case of the SM hypercharge assignment is 100−1000 GeV for the new electron and
50−800 GeV for the new Dirac neutrino, while it is 100−800 and 100−1000 GeV respectively
for the y = 1 case. The plots have been obtained assuming a Dirac mass for the new neutral
lepton (in the case of a SM hypercharge assignment). The range of the masses for which the
theory is in the ellipses, for a reference Higgs mass of a TeV, is 100 − 400 GeV for the new
neutrino and about twice the mass of the neutrino for the new electron.
The analysis for the Majorana mass case has been performed in [64] where one can again
show that it is possible to be within the 68% contours.
The contour plots we have drawn take into account the values of the top mass which has
dropped dramatically since our first comparison of our model theory in [7] to the experimental
data [27].
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Figure 12: The ellipses represent the 68% confidence region for the S and T parameters. The
upper ellipse is for a reference Higgs mass of the order of a TeV, the lower curve is for a light
Higgs with mass around 114 GeV. The contribution from the MWT theory per se and of the
leptons as function of the new lepton masses is expressed by the dark grey region. The left
panel has been obtained using a SM type hypercharge assignment while the right hand graph is
for y = 1.
We have provided a comprehensive extension of the standard model which embodies (min-
imal) walking technicolor theories and their interplay with the standard model particles. Our
extension of the standard model features all of the relevant low energy effective degrees of free-
dom linked to our underlying minimal walking theory. These include scalars, pseudoscalars as
well as spin one fields. The bulk of the Lagrangian has been spelled out in [9]. The link with
underlying strongly coupled gauge theories has been achieved via the time-honored Weinberg
sum rules. The modification of the latter according to walking has been taken into account. We
have also analyzed the case in which the underlying theory behaves like QCD rather than being
near an infrared fixed point. This has allowed us to gain insight on the spectrum of the spin one
fields which is an issue of phenomenological interest. In the appendix we have: i) provided the
explicit construction of all of the SU(4) generators, ii) shown how to construct the effective La-
grangian in a way which is amenable to quantum corrections, iii) shown the explicit form of the
mass matrices for all of the particles, iv) provided a summary of all of the relevant electroweak
parameters and their explicit dependence on the coefficients of our effective theory.
We have introduced the model in a format which is useful for collider phenomenology, as
well as for computing corrections due to (walking) technicolor for different observable of the
standard model, even in the flavor sector.
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4.2.3 Beyond S and T : New Constraints for Walking Technicolor
In [125] we investigated the effects of the electroweak precision measurements beyond the
time honored S and T ones. Once the hypercharge of the underlying technifermions is fixed all
of the derived precision parameters defined in [25] are function solely of the gauge couplings,
masses of the gauge bosons and the first excited spin-one states and one more parameter χ:
Sˆ =
(2− χ)χg2
2g˜2
, (4.178)
W =
g2
2g˜2
M2W
M2AM
2
V
(M2A + (χ− 1)2M2V ) , (4.179)
Y =
g′2
2g˜2
M2W
M2AM
2
V
((1 + 4y2)M2A + (χ− 1)2M2V ) , (4.180)
X =
g g′
2g˜2
M2W
M2AM
2
V
(M2A − (χ− 1)2M2V ) . (4.181)
Tˆ = Uˆ = V = 0. g and g′ are the weak and hypercharge couplings, MW the gauge boson mass,
y the coefficient parameterizing different hypercharge choices of the underlying technifermions
[9], g˜ the technistrong vector mesons coupling to the Goldstones in the technicolor limit, i.e.
a = 0. It was realized in [117, 127] and further explored in [9] that for walking theories,
i.e. a 6= 0, the WSRs allow for a new parameter χ which in the technicolor limit reduces to
χ0 = g˜
2v2/2M2A with F
2
pi = v
2(1 − χ2/χ0) the electroweak vacuum expectation value and
MA(V ) the mass of the axial(vector) lightest spin-one field. To make direct contact with the
WSRs and for the reader’s convenience we recall the relations:
F 2V =
2M2V
g˜2
, F 2A = 2
M2A
g˜2
(1− χ)2 . (4.182)
We have kept the leading order in the electroweak couplings over the technistrong coupling g˜
in the expressions above while we used the full expressions [9] in making the plots.
How do we study the constraints? From the expressions above we have four independent
parameters, g˜, χ, MV and MA at the effective Lagrangian level. Imposing the first WSR and
assuming a fixed value of Sˆ leaves two independent parameters which we choose to be g˜ and
MA. From the modified second WSR we read off the value of a/d(R).
In [125] we first constrained the spectrum and couplings of theories of WT with a positive
value of the Sˆ parameter compatible with the associated precision measurements at the one
sigma level. More specifically we will take Sˆ ' 0.0004 which is the highest possible value
compatible with precision data for a very heavy Higgs [25]. Of course the possible presence
of another sector can allow for a larger intrinsic Sˆ. We are interested in the constraints coming
from W and Y after having fixed Sˆ. The analysis can easily be extended to take into account
sectors not included in the new strongly coupled dynamics. A light spin-one spectrum can be
achieved only if the axial is much lighter than the associated vector meson. The second is that
WT models, even with small Sˆ, are sensitive to the W-Y constraints as can be seen from the
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Figure 13: The ellipses in the WY plane corresponds to the 95% confidence level obtained
scaling the standard error ellipse axis by a 2.447 factor. The three segments, meant to be all on
the top of each other, in each plot correspond to different values of g˜. The solid line corresponds
to g˜ = 8, the dashed line to g˜ = 4 and the dotted one to g˜ = 2. The lines are drawn as function
of MA with the point closest to the origin obtained for MA = 600 GeV while the further away
corresponds to MA = 150 GeV. We assumed Sˆ = 0.0004 for WT while Sˆ is 0 in CT by
construction.
plots in Fig. 13. Since X is a higher derivative of Sˆ it is not constraining. We find that WT
dynamics with a small g˜ coupling and a light axial vector boson is not preferred by electroweak
data. Only for values of g˜ larger than or about 8 the axial vector meson can be light, i.e. of the
order of 200 GeV. However WT dynamics with a small intrinsic S parameter does not allow the
spin-one vector partner to be degenerate with the light axial but predicts it to be much heavier
Fig. 14. If the spin-one masses are very heavy then the spectrum has a standard ordering pattern,
i.e. the vector meson lighter than the axial meson. We also show in Fig. 14 the associated value
of a. We were the first to make the prediction of a very light axial vector mesons in [9] on
the base of the modified WSRs, even lighter than the associated vector mesons. Eichten and
Lane put forward a similar suggestion in [128]. We find that a WT dynamics alone compatible
with precision electroweak data can accommodate a light spin-one axial resonance only if the
associated vector partner is much heavier and in the regime of a strong g˜ coupling. a. We find
tension with the data at a level superior to the 95% confidence level for: a) WT models featuring
MA ' MV spectrum with a common and very light mass; b) WT models with an axial vector
meson lighter than 300 GeV and g˜ smaller than 4, an axial vector meson with a mass lighter
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than or around 600 GeV and g˜ smaller than 2.
4.2.4 Introducing and constraining Custodial Technicolor
We now constrain also models proposed in [117, 127] which, at the effective Lagrangian
level, possess an explicit custodial symmetry for the S parameter. We will refer to this class
of models as custodial technicolor (CT) [125] . The new custodial symmetry is present in the
BESS models [129, 130, 116] which will therefore be constrained as well. In this case we
expect our constraints to be similar to the ones also discussed in [131].
Custodial technicolor corresponds to the case for which MA = MV = M and χ = 0.
The effective Lagrangian acquires a new symmetry, relating a vector and an axial field, which
can be interpreted as a custodial symmetry for the S parameter [117, 127]. The only non-zero
parameters are now:
W =
g2
g˜2
M2W
M2
, (4.183)
Y =
g′2
2g˜2
M2W
M2
(2 + 4y2) . (4.184)
A CT model cannot be achieved in walking dynamics and must be interpreted as a new frame-
work. In other words CT does not respect the WSRs and hence it can only be considered as
a phenomenological type model in search of a fundamental strongly coupled theory. To make
our point clearer note that a degenerate spectrum of light spin-one resonances (i.e. M < 4piFpi)
leads to a very large Sˆ = g2F 2pi/4M
2. We needed only the first sum rule together with the
statement of degeneracy of the spectrum to derive this Sˆ parameter. This statement is universal
and it is true for WT and ordinary technicolor. The Eichten and Lane [128] scenario of almost
degenerate and very light spin-one states can only be achieved within a near CT models. A very
light vector meson with a small number of techniflavors fully gauged under the electroweak can
be accommodated in CT. This scenario was considered in [132, 133] and our constraints apply
here.
We find that in CT it is possible to have a very light and degenerate spin-one spectrum if g˜
is sufficiently large, of the order say of 8 or larger as in the WT case.
We constrained the electroweak parameters intrinsic to WT or CT, however, in general other
sectors may contribute to the electroweak observables, an explicit example is the new heavy
lepton family introduced above [7].
To summarize we have suggested in [125] a way to constrain WT theories with any given S
parameter. We have further constrained relevant models featuring a custodial symmetry protect-
ing the S parameter. When increasing the value of the S parameter while reducing the amount of
walking we recover the technicolor constraints [20]. We found bounds on the lightest spectrum
of WT and CT theories with an intrinsically small S parameter. Our results are applicable to
any dynamical model of electroweak symmetry breaking featuring near conformal dynamics a´
la walking technicolor.
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Figure 14: In the left panel we plot the ratio of the vector over axial mass as function of the axial
mass for a WT theory with an intrinsic small S parameter. The vector and axial spectrum is close
only when their masses are of the order of the TeV scale and around 2 TeV and onwards the
vector is lighter than the axial. The right panel shows the value a/d(R) as function of the axial
mass. In both plots the solid, dashed and dotted lines corresponds respectively to g˜ = 8, 4, 2.
4.2.5 An ETC example for MWT and The Top Mass
It is instructive to present a simple model [90] which shows how one can embed MWT in
an extended technicolor model capable of generating the top quark mass.
When the techni-quarks are not in the fundamental representation of the technicolor group
it can be hard to feed down the electroweak symmetry breaking condensate to generate the
standard model fermion masses [134, 135]. Here, following [90], we wish to highlight that the
minimal model can be recast as an SO(3) theory with fundamental representation techni-quarks.
The model can therefore rather easily be enlarged to an extended technicolor theory [134] in
the spirit of many examples in the literature. We will concentrate on the top quark sector - the
ETC gauge bosons in this sector violate weak isospin and one must be careful to compute their
contribution to the T parameter [136].
We start by recognizing that adjoint multiplets of SU(2) can be written as fundamental
representations of SO(3). This trick will now allow us to enact a standard ETC pattern from the
literature - it is particularly interesting that for this model of higher dimensional representation
techniquarks there is a simple ETC model. We will follow the path proposed in [118] where we
gauge the full flavor symmetry of the fermions.
If we were simply interested in the fourth family then the enlarged ETC symmetry is a
Pati-Salam type unification. We stack the doublets[(
Ua
Da
)
L
,
(
N
E
)
L
]
, [UaR , NR] , [D
a
R , ER] (4.185)
into 4 dimensional multiplets of SU(4). One then invokes some symmetry breaking mechanism
at an ETC scale (we will not speculate on the mechanism here though see figure 1)
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SU(4)ETC → SO(3)TC × U(1)Y (4.186)
The technicolor dynamics then proceeds to generate a techniquark condensate 〈U¯U〉 =
〈D¯D〉 6= 0. The massive gauge bosons associated with the broken ETC generators can then
feed the symmetry breaking condensate down to generate fourth family lepton masses
mN = mE ' 〈U¯U〉
Λ2ETC
(4.187)
One could now naturally proceed to include the third (second, first) family by raising the
ETC symmetry group to SU(8) (SU(12), SU(16)) and a series of appropriate symmetry break-
ings. This would generate masses for all the standard model fermions but no isospin breaking
mass contributions within fermion doublets. The simplest route to generate such splitting is to
make the ETC group chiral so that different ETC couplings determine the isospin +1/2 and -1/2
masses. Let us only enforce such a pattern for the top quark and fourth family here since the
higher ETC scales are far beyond experimental probing.
We can, for example, have the SU(7) multiplets[(
Ua
Da
)
L
,
(
N
E
)
L
,
(
tc
bc
)
L
]
, [UaR , NR , t
c
R] (4.188)
here a will become the technicolor index and c the QCD index. We also have a right handed
SU(4) ETC group that only acts on
[DaR , ER] (4.189)
The right handed bottom quark is left out of the ETC dynamics and only has proto-QCD
SU(3) dynamics. The bottom quark will thus be left massless. The symmetry breaking scheme
at, for example, a single ETC scale would then be
SU(7)× SU(4)× SU(3)→ SO(3)TC × SU(3)QCD (4.190)
The top quark now also acquires a mass from the broken gauge generators naively equal
to the fourth family lepton multiplet. Walking dynamics has many features though that one
would expect to overcome the traditional small size of the top mass in ETC models. Firstly the
enhancement of the techniquark self energy at high momentum enhances the ETC generated
masses by a factor potentially as large as ΛETC/Σ(0). In [137] it is argued that this effect alone
may be sufficient to push the ETC scale to 4 TeV and still maintain the physical top mass.
The technicolor coupling is near conformal and strong so the ETC dynamics will itself be
quite strong at its breaking scale which will tend to enhance light fermion masses [138]. In this
ETC model the top quark will also feel the effects of the extra massive octet of axial gluon-like
gauge fields that may induce a degree of top condensation a la` top color models [139]. We
conclude that a 4-8 TeV ETC scale for generating the top mass is possible. In this model the
fourth family lepton would then have a mass of the same order and well in excess of the current
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search limit MZ/2.
4.2.6 The Next to Minimal Walking Technicolor Theory (NMWT)
The theory with three technicolors contains an even number of electroweak doublets, and
hence it is not subject to a Witten anomaly. The doublet of technifermions, is then represented
again as:
Q
{C1,C2}
L =
(
U{C1,C2}
D{C1,C2}
)
L
, Q
{C1,C2}
R =
(
U
{C1,C2}
R , D
{C1,C2}
R
)
.
(4.191)
Here Ci = 1, 2, 3 is the technicolor index and QL(R) is a doublet (singlet) with respect to the
weak interactions. Since the two-index symmetric representation of SU(3) is complex the flavor
symmetry is SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1). Only three Goldstones emerge and are absorbed in the
longitudinal components of the weak vector bosons.
Gauge anomalies are absent with the choice Y = 0 for the hypercharge of the left-handed
technifermions:
Q
(Q)
L =
(
U (+1/2)
D(−1/2)
)
L
. (4.192)
Consistency requires for the right-handed technifermions (isospin singlets):
Q
(Q)
R =
(
U
(+1/2)
R , D
−1/2
R
)
Y = + 1/2, − 1/2 . (4.193)
All of these states will be bound into hadrons. There is no need for an associated fourth family
of leptons, and hence it is not expected to be observed in the experiments.
Here the low-lying technibaryons are fermions constructed with three techniquarks in the
following way:
Bf1,f2,f3;α = Q
{C1,C2}
L;α,f1
Q
{C3,C4}
L;β,f2
Q
{C5,C6}
L;γ,f3
βγC1C3C5C2C4C6 . (4.194)
where fi = 1, 2 corresponds to U and D flavors, and we are not specifying the flavor sym-
metrization which in any event will have to be such that the full technibaryon wave function is
fully antisymmetrized in technicolor, flavor and spin. α, β, and γ assume the values of one or
two and represent the ordinary spin. Similarly we can construct different technibaryons using
only right fields or a mixture of left and right.
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4.3 Beyond Minimal Walking Technicolor (BMWT)
When going beyond MWT one finds new and interesting theories able to break the elec-
troweak symmetry while featuring a walking dynamics and yet not at odds with precision mea-
surements, at least when comparing with the naive S parameter. A compendium of these the-
ories can be found in [10]. Here we will review only the principla type of models one can
construct.
4.3.1 Partially gauged technicolor
A small modification of the traditional technicolor approach, which neither involves addi-
tional particle species nor more complicated gauge groups, allows constructing several other
viable candidates. It consists in letting only one doublet of techniquarks transform non-trivially
under the electroweak symmetries with the rest being electroweak singlets, as first suggested in
[7] and later also used in [135]. Still, all techniquarks transform under the technicolor gauge
group. Thereby only one techniquark doublet contributes directly12 to the oblique parameter
which is thus kept to a minimum for theories which need more than one family of techniquarks
to be quasi-conformal. It is the condensation of that first electroweakly charged family that
breaks the electroweak symmetry. The techniquarks which are uncharged under the electroweak
gauge group are natural building blocks for components of dark matter.
Among the partially gauged cases one of the interesting candidates [10] is the theory with
eight techniflavors in the two-index antisymmetric representation of SU(4). The techniquarks
of one of the four families carry electroweak charges while the others are electroweak singlets.
Gauge anomalies are avoided if the two electrically charged techniquarks possess half-integer
charges. The technihadron spectrum contains technibaryons made of only two techniquarks be-
cause in the two-index antisymmetric representation of SU(4) a singlet can already be formed
in that case. Otherwise technisinglets can also be formed from four techniquarks. All tech-
nihadrons formed from techniquarks without electrical charges can contribute to dark matter.
Due to the special charge assignment of the electrically charged particles (opposite half-integer
charges) certain combinations of those can also be contained in electrically uncharged techni-
baryons. For instance we can construct the following completely neutral technibaryon:
t1t2t3t4Q
t1t2,f
L Q
t3t4,f ′
L ff ′ , (4.195)
where ff ′ saturates the SU(2)L indices of the two gauged techniquarks and the first antisym-
metric tensor  is summed over the technicolor indices. We have suppressed the spin indices.
This particle is an interesting candidate for dark matter and it is hardly detectable in any earth
based experiment [57].
Since the two index antisymmetric representation of SU(4) is real the model’s flavor sym-
metry is enhanced to SU(2Nf=16)13, which, when it breaks to SO(16), induces 135 Goldstone
12Via Technicolor interactions all of the matter content of the theory will affect physical observables associated
to the sector coupled to the electroweak symmetry.
13It is slightly explicitly broken by the electroweak interactions. Here, additionally, there is a difference, on the
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bosons14.
It is worth recalling that the centre group symmetry left invariant by the fermionic matter is
a Z2 symmetry. Hence there is a well defined order parameter for confinement [76] which can
play a role in the early Universe.
4.3.2 Split technicolor
We summarize here also another possibility [7] according to which we keep the tech-
nifermions gauged under the electroweak theory in the fundamental representation of the SU(N)
technicolor group while still reducing the number of techniflavors needed to be near the confor-
mal window. Like for the partially gauged case described above this can be achieved by adding
matter uncharged under the weak interactions. The difference to section 4.3.1 is that this part
of matter transforms under a different representation of the technicolor gauge group than the
part coupled directly to the electroweak sector. For example, for definiteness let’s choose it to
be a massless Weyl fermion in the adjoint representation of the technicolor gauge group. The
resulting theory has the same matter content as Nf -flavor super QCD but without the scalars;
hence the name ”split technicolor.” We expect the critical number of flavors above which one
enters the conformal window N IIf to lie within the range
3
2
<
N IIf
N
<
11
2
. (4.196)
The lower bound is the exact supersymmetric value for a non-perturbative conformal fixed point
[81], while the upper bound is the one expected in the theory without a technigluino. The matter
content of ”split technicolor” lies between that of super QCD and QCD-like theories with matter
in the fundamental representation.
For two colors the number of (techni)flavors needed to be near the conformal window in
the split case is at least three, while for three colors more than five flavors are required. These
values are still larger than the ones for theories with fermions in the two-index symmetric rep-
resentation. It is useful to remind the reader that in supersymmetric theories the critical number
of flavors needed to enter the conformal window does not coincide with the critical number of
flavors required to restore chiral symmetry. The scalars in supersymmetric theories play an im-
portant role from this point of view. We note that a split technicolor-like theory has been used
in [140], to investigate the strong CP problem.
Split technicolor shares some features with theories of split supersymmetry advocated and
studied in [141, 142] as possible extensions of the standard model. Clearly, we have intro-
duced split technicolor—differently from split supersymmetry—to address the hierarchy prob-
lem. This is why we do not expect new scalars to appear at energy scales higher than the one of
the electroweak theory.
electroweak level, between gauged and ungauged techniquark families.
14Obviously the Goldstone bosons must receive a sufficiently large mass. This is usually achieved in extended
technicolor. Still, they could be copious at LHC.
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By using the beta function for different representations it is now possible to constrain the
phase diagram of gauge theories with different fermionic matter representation and construct
explicit split technicolor models [143].
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5 Exploring Unification within Technicolor
Unification of the standard model couplings is an attractive feature of grand unified models.
Unification, however, it is not a fundamental prerequisite of any specific extension of the SM
nevertheless it is instructive to investigate what happens to the SM couplings when the Higgs
sector is replaced with a new strongly coupled theory a la’ technicolor [13].
We start by investigating the one-loop evolution of the SM couplings once the SM Higgs
is replaced by the MWT model. Quite surprisingly we find that the SM coupling constants
unify much better than with the standard model Higgs being present. We compare our results
with different time-honored technicolor models and show that either they are not competitive
unification wise or they are not a prime candidate for walking technicolor theories according
to our results [10]. With a small modification of the technicolor gauge interactions we show
how we can envision unification also with the technicolor coupling constant at the same energy
scale.
Technicolor requires some other mechanism to provide the standard model fermion masses.
This mechanism will, in general, have an effect on our results. We have estimated these correc-
tions by providing a simple/minimal model which consists in adding a new Higgs field on the
top of the minimal walking theory whose main purpose is to provide mass to standard model
fermions. This construction has already been used in the literature [119, 120, 121, 122, 123,
124]. In a more natural theory this field will be replaced, perhaps, by some new strong dy-
namics. The model parametrizes our ignorance of a more fundamental extended technicolor
theory.
A general feature of a unified theory of the SM interactions is the prediction of the proton
decay. A unification energy scale of the order of, or larger than, 1015 GeV leads, typically, to
phenomenologically acceptable proton decay rates. Despite the good, but yet not perfect, degree
of unification - when compared, for example, to the minimal supersymmetric standard model
result for unification - we discover that the proton decays too fast since the unification scale is
quite low. To cure the proton decay problem we then add a QCD colored Weyl fermion trans-
forming according to the adjoint representation of SU(3) and one Weyl fermion transforming
according to the adjoint of SUL(2). These fermions are known in supersymmetric extensions of
the standard model as the gluino and the wino. They will, however have, more general couplings
to the SM fermions.
We then compare with the supersymmetric predictions for unification at the same order in
perturbation theory and discover that the present theory unifies better.
The reader may consider adding matter transforming according to even higher dimensional
representations than the adjoint one or more generally higher than the two-index type matter. We
know [10], however, that a very limited number of theories with fermions in higher dimensional
representations remain asymptotically free when the rank of the gauge group increases. The
unified gauge group must necessarily have quite a large rank constraining matter to have at
most two indices to insure asymptotic freedom. Recall, that to avoid low energy fine tuning of
the coupling constants the unified gauge theory must be asymptotically free. This requirement,
de facto, limits the maximum allowed representation in the theory.
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The phenomenology, both for collider experiments and cosmology, of this novel extension
of the standard model is very rich with many features common to both supersymmetry and
technicolor.
The evolution of the coupling constant αn, at the one-loop level, of a gauge theory is con-
trolled by
α−1n (µ) = α
−1
n (MZ)−
bn
2pi
ln
(
µ
MZ
)
, (5.197)
where n refers to the gauge group being SU(n), for n ≥ 2 or U(1), for n = 1 .
The first coefficient of the beta function bn is
bn =
2
3
T (r)Nwf +
1
3
T (r′)Ncb − 11
3
C2(G) , (5.198)
where T (r) is the Casimir of the representation r to which the fermions belong, T (r′) is the
Casimir of the representation R′ to which the bosons belong. Nwf and Ncb are respectively the
number of Weyl fermions and the number of complex scalar bosons. C2(G) is the quadratic
Casimir of the adjoint representation of the gauge group.
The SM gauge group is SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1). We have three associated coupling constants
which one can imagine to unify at some very high energy scaleMGUT . This means that the three
couplings are all equal at the scale MGUT , i.e. α3(MGUT ) = α2(MGUT ) = α1(MGUT ) with
α1 = α/(c
2 cos2 θw) and α2 = α/ sin2 θw, where c is a normalization constant to be determined
shortly.
Assuming one-loop unification using Eq. (5.197) for n = 1, 2, 3, one finds the following
relation
b3 − b2
b2 − b1 =
α−13 − α−1 sin2 θw
(1 + c2)α−1 sin2 θw − c2α−1
. (5.199)
In the above expressions the Weinberg angle θw, the electromagnetic coupling constant α and
the strong coupling constant α3 are all evaluated at the Z mass. For a given particle content we
shall denote the LHS of Eq. (5.199) by Btheory and the RHS by Bexp. Whether Btheory and Bexp
agree is a simple way to check if the coupling constants unify. We shall use the experimental
values sin2 θw(MZ) = 0.23150± 0.00016, α−1(MZ) = 128.936± 0.0049, α3(MZ) = 0.119±
0.003 and MZ = 91.1876(21) GeV [144]. The unification scale is given by the expression
MGUT = MZ exp
[
2pi
α−12 (MZ)− α−11 (MZ)
b2 − b1
]
. (5.200)
While the normalizations of the coupling constants of the two non-Abelian gauge groups
are fixed by the appropriately normalized generators of the gauge groups, the normalization of
the Abelian coupling constant is a priori arbitrary. The normalization of the Abelian coupling
constant can be fixed by a rescaling of the hypercharge Y → cY along with g → g/c . The
normalization constant c is chosen by imposing that all three coupling constants have a common
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normalization
Tr (c2Y 2) = Tr (T 23 ) , (5.201)
where T3 is the generator of the weak isospin and the trace is over all the relevant fermionic
particles on which the generators act. It is sufficient to fix it for a given fermion generation (in
a complete multiplet of the unification group).
The previous normalization is consistent with an SU(5)-type normalization for the genera-
tors of U(1) of hypercharge, SU(2)L and SU(3)c .
As well explained in the paper by Li and Wu [145]: At one-loop a contribution to b3− b2 or
b2−b1 emerges only from particles not forming complete representations 15 of the unified gauge
group. For example the gluons, the weak gauge bosons and the Higgs particle of the SM do
not form complete representations of SU(5) but ordinary quarks and leptons do. Here we mean
that these particles form complete representations of SU(5), all the way from the unification
scale down to the electroweak scale. The particles not forming complete representations will
presumably join at the unification scale with new particles and together then form complete
representations of the unified gauge group. Note, that although there is no contribution to the
unification point of the particles forming complete representations, the running of each coupling
constant is affected by all of the particles present at low energy.
5.1 Dis-unification in SM
As a warm up, we consider the SM with Ng generations. In this case we find c =
√
3/5,
which is the same value one finds when the hypercharge is upgraded to one of the generators of
SU(5), and therefore the beta function coefficients are
b3 =
4
3
Ng − 11 , (5.202)
b2 =
4
3
Ng − 22
3
+
1
6︸︷︷︸
Higgs
, (5.203)
b1 =
3
5
(
20
9
Ng +
1
6
)
=
4
3
Ng +
1
10︸︷︷︸
Higgs
. (5.204)
Here Ng is the number of generations. It is clear that the SM does not unify since Btheory ∼
0.53 while Bexp ∼ 0.72 .
Note that the spectrum relevant for computing Btheory is constituted by the gauge bosons
and the standard model Higgs. The contribution of quarks and leptons drops out in agreement
with the fact that they form complete representations of the unifying gauge group which, given
15Such as the five and the ten dimensional representation of the unifying gauge group SU(5).
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the present normalization for c, is at least SU(5). Hence the predicted value of Btheory is
independent of the number of generations. However the overall running for the three couplings
is dependent on the number of generations and in Fig. 15 we show the behavior of the three
couplings with Ng = 3.
Figure 15: The running of the three standard model gauge couplings.
5.2 Studying SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) Unification in Technicolor
Here we compare a few examples in which the standard model Higgs is replaced by a
technicolor-like theory. A similar analysis was performed in [146]. In this section we press
on phenomenological successful technicolor models with technimatter in higher dimensional
representations and demonstrate that the simplest model helps unifying the SM couplings while
other more traditional approaches are less successful. We also show that by a small modification
of the technicolor dynamics, all of the four couplings can unify 16.
5.2.1 Minimal Walking Technicolor (MWT)
We examine what happens to the running of the SM couplings when the Higgs sector is
replaced by the MWT theory introduced earlier. This model has technicolor group SU(2) with
two techniflavors in the two-index symmetric representation of the technicolor group. As al-
ready mentioned to avoid Witten’s SU(2) anomaly, the minimal solution is to add a new lepton
family. We still assume an SU(5)-type unification leading to c2 = 3/5. The beta function
16Since the technicolor dynamics is strongly coupled at the electroweak scale the last point on the unification of
all of the couplings is meant to be only illustrative.
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Figure 16: The running of the SM gauge couplings in the presence of adjoint technifermions
(the technicolor coupling is not included here).
coefficients will be those of the SM minus the Higgs plus the extra contributions from the tech-
niparticles, ergo
b3 =
4
3
Ng − 11 , (5.205)
b2 =
4
3
Ng − 22
3
+
2
3
1
2
(
2(2 + 1)
2
+ 1
)
=
4
3
(Ng + 1)− 22
3
, (5.206)
b1 =
3
5
(
20
9
Ng +
20
9
)
=
4
3
(Ng + 1) , (5.207)
where Ng is the number of ordinary SM generations. From this we see that Btheory = 0.68
and Bexp = 0.72 and hence argue that we have a better unification than in the standard model
with an elementary Higgs. The running of the SM couplings is shown in Fig. 16 for three
ordinary standard model generations. Note that the increase in Btheory with respect to the SM
is due to the fact that, typically, bosonic contributions are numerically suppressed with respect
to fermionic ones and that, while b1 − b2 = 22/3 receives only a contribution from the gauge
sector, b2 − b3 = 11/3 + 4/3 has two contributions, a gauge one and a fermionic one. These
results are a direct consequence of the fact that we have no ordinary quarks related to the new
leptonic family.
5.2.2 Traditional Walking and Non-Walking One Family Model
Here the technicolor particles also carry ordinary color and the technifermions constitute
complete representations of SU(5), hence the SM coupling unification receives no improvement
with respect to the SM case. This is so since the numerical effect of the Higgs on the unification
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is small. For a one-family SU(N) theory, we have Btheory = 1/2 .
5.2.3 Partially Electroweak-Gauged Technicolor
This approach consists in letting only one doublet of techniquarks transform non-trivially
under the electroweak symmetries with the rest of the matter remaining in electroweak sin-
glets, as first suggested in [7]. In this case all techniquarks transform still under the technicolor
gauge group and hence contribute to rendering the technicolor dynamics quasiconformal with-
out affecting the leading perturbative contribution to the electroweak precision parameters. The
reader can find a rather exhaustive investigation of walking technicolor theories with fermions
in different representations of the technicolor gauge group in [10].
Denoting by dim[RT ] the dimension of the technicolor representation under which all the
techniquarks transform we find the following result for Btheory
Btheory =
1
2
[
11 + dim[RT ]
11− dim[RT ]/5
]
. (5.208)
Since we have gauged only one technidoublet with respect to the weak interactions to avoid
Witten’s global anomaly with respect to the weak interactions we take dim[RT ] to be even. We
have used the following hypercharge assignment free from gauge anomalies
Y (QaL) = 0 , Y (U
a
R, D
a
R) =
(
1
2
,−1
2
)
, a = 1, . . . , dim[RT ] , (5.209)
for the technidoublet charged under the electroweak interactions.
We find that Btheory is 0.73 for dim[RT ] = 4 and it increases with larger values of dim[RT ] .
We can also consider the case dim[RT ] odd while solving Witten’s anomaly by adding for
example a new weak doublet uncharged under technicolor. We see that from the unification
point of view partially electroweak gauged technicolor models are comparable with the MWT
model presented earlier.
However, for the model to be phenomenologically viable the new technicolor theory should
pass the electroweak precision constraints. A complete list of walking-type technicolor theories
passing the precision tests can be found in [10]. The simplest unification condition requires the
technicolor representation, in this case, to be four dimensional. This can only be achieved when
the technifermions are arranged in the fundamental representation of the SU(4)-technicolor
gauge group. According to Table III in [10] one needs, at least, fifteen techniflavors for the
theory to have a walking behavior with a reasonable S parameter. In [10], this theory has not
been listed as a prime candidate and hence will not be considered further here.
5.2.4 The Technicolor Coupling Constant
Until now we have not discussed the technicolor coupling constant αTC . It is possible that
the technicolor interaction does not unify with the other three forces or unifies later. A single
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step unification is though esthetically more appealing to us. Here we focus on the minimal walk-
ing theory which has already shown to be a promising theory for the unification of the standard
model couplings. Remembering that the Casimir of the two-index symmetric representation of
SU(NTC) is (NTC + 2)/2 the first coefficient of the beta function bTC is easily found to be
bTC =
2
3
(NTC + 2)Nf − 11
3
NTC , (5.210)
where NTC is the number of technicolors and Nf is the number of techniflavors. For two colors
and two flavors we find bTC = −2. Observing that, somewhat accidentally, also b2 = −2 for
three ordinary SM generations, we conclude that the technicolor coupling constant cannot unify
with the other three couplings at the same point. We are assuming, quite naturally, that the low
energy starting points of α2 and αTC are different.
Insisting that the technicolor coupling constant must unify with the other coupling constants
at MGUT , we need to modify at a given scale X < MGUT either the overall running of the SM
couplings or the one of technicolor. To make less steep the running of the SM couplings one
could add new generations. To avoid the loss of asymptotic freedom for the week coupling we
find that at most only one entire new SM like generation can be added at an intermediate scale.
If we, however, choose not to modify the running of the SM coupling constants, the running
of the technicolor coupling constant must at some point X < MGUT become steeper. This
can be achieved by enhancing the number of technigluons and lowering the contribution due to
the techniquarks at the scale X . An elegant way to implement this idea is to imagine that the
techniquarks - belonging to the three dimensional two-index symmetric representation of SU(2)
- are embedded in the fundamental representation of SU(3) at the scale X . At energies below
X we have b<XTC = −2 and for energies larger than X we have b>XTC = −29/3. If we take the
technicolor coupling to start running at the electroweak scale MEW ∼ 246 GeV and unifying
with the three SM couplings at the unification scale we find an expression for the intermediate
scale X
lnX =
1
b<XTC − b>XTC
{
2pi
(
α−1TC(MEW )− α−1TC(MGUT )
)
+ b<XTC lnMEW − b>XTC lnMGUT
}
.
(5.211)
If we take the starting point of the running of the technicolor coupling to be the critical coupling
close to the conformal window we have αTC(MEW ) = pi/(3C2()) = pi/6 . Also using the
numbers αTC(MGUT ) = αi(MGUT ) ∼ 0.026 , i = 1, 2, 3 , MGUT ∼ 9.45 × 1012 GeV we find
the intermediate scale to be X ∼ 830 GeV.
5.2.5 Proton Decay
Grand Unified Theories lead, generally, to proton decay. Gauge bosons of massMV < MGUT
are responsible for the decay of the proton into pi0 and e+. The lifetime of the proton is estimated
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to be [142]
τ =
4f 2piM
4
V
pimpα2GUT (1 +D + F )
2 α2N
[
A2R + (1 + |Vud|2)2A2L
] (5.212)
=
(
MGUT
1016 GeV
)4(
α−1GUT
35
)2(
0.015 GeV3
αN
)2(
2
A
)2
2.7× 1035 yr , (5.213)
where we have used fpi = 0.131 GeV, the chiral Lagrangian factor 1 + D + F = 2.25, the
operator renormalization factors A ≡ AL = AR and the hadronic matrix element is taken from
lattice results [147] to be αN = −0.015 GeV3. Following Ross [148], we have estimatedA ∼ 2
but a larger value ∼ 5 is quoted in [142] . The lower bound on the unification scale comes from
the Super-Kamiokande limit τ > 5.3× 1033 yr [149]
MGUT > MV >
(
35
α−1GUT
)1/2(
αN
−0.015 GeV3
)1/2(A
2
)1/2
3.7× 1015 GeV .(5.214)
In the MWT model extension of the SM we find α−1GUT ∼ 37.5 and MGUT ∼ 1013 GeV
yielding too fast proton decay.
5.2.6 Constructing a Simple Unifying Group
We provide a simple embedding of our matter content into a unifying gauge group. To
construct this group we first summarize the charge assignments in table 3. For simplicity we
Table 3: Quantum Numbers of the MWT + One SM Family
SOTC(3) SUc(3) SUL(2) UY (1)
qL 1 3 2 1/6
uR 1 3 1 2/3
dR 1 3 1 -1/3
L 1 1 2 -1/2
eR 1 1 1 -1
QL 3 1 2 1/6
UR 3 1 1 2/3
DR 3 1 1 -1/3
LL 1 1 2 -1/2
ζR 1 1 1 -1
have considered right transforming leptons only for the charged ones. Also, the techniquarks are
classified as being fundamentals of SO(3) rather than adjoint of SU(2). Except for topological
differences, linked to the center group of the two groups, there is no other difference. This
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choice allows us to show the resemblance of the technicolor fermions with ordinary quarks.
We can now immediately arrange each SM family within an ordinary SU(5) gauge theory.
The relevant question is how to incorporate the technicolor sector (here we mean also the new
Lepton family). An easy way out is to double the weak and hypercharge gauge groups as
described in table 4. This assignment allows us to arrange the low energy matter fields into
Table 4: MWT + One SM Family enlarged gauge group
SOTC(3) SU1(2) U1(1) SUc(3) SU2(2) U2(1)
qL 1 1 0 3 2 1/6
uR 1 1 0 3 1 2/3
dR 1 1 0 3 1 -1/3
L 1 1 0 1 2 -1/2
eR 1 1 0 1 1 -1
QL 3 2 1/6 1 1 0
UR 3 1 2/3 1 1 0
DR 3 1 -1/3 1 1 0
LL 1 2 -1/2 1 1 0
ζR 1 1 -1 1 1 0
complete representations of SU(5)×SU(5). To recover the low energy assignment one invokes
a spontaneous breaking of the group down to SO(3)TC × SUc(3) × SUL(2) × UY (1) 17. We
summarize in table 5 the technicolor and SM fermions transformation properties with respect
to the grand unified group. Here the fields A and F are standard Weyl fermions and the gauge
Table 5: GUT
SU(5) SU(5)
A¯SM 1 10
FSM 1 5
A¯MWT 10 1
FMWT 5 1
couplings of the two SU(5) groups need to be the same. We have shown here that it is easy to
accommodate all of the matter fields in a single semi-simple gauge group. This is a minimal
embedding and others can be envisioned. New fields must be present at the grand unified
scale (and hence will not affect the running at low energy) guaranteeing the desired symmetry
breaking pattern.
17To achieve such as a spontaneous breaking of the gauge group one needs new matter fields around or slightly
above the grand unified scale transforming with respect to both the gauge groups.
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5.2.7 Providing Mass to the fermions
We have not yet considered the problem of how the ordinary fermions acquire mass. Many
extensions of technicolor have been suggested in the literature to address this issue. Some
of the extensions make use of yet another strongly coupled gauge dynamics, others introduce
fundamental scalars. It is even possible to marry supersymmetry and technicolor. Many variants
of the schemes presented above exist. A nice review of the major models is the one by Hill and
Simmons [4]. It is fair to say that at the moment there is not yet a consensus on which is the
correct ETC. Although it is beyond the scope of this initial investigation to provide a complete
working scheme for mass generation we find it instructive to construct the simplest model able
to provide mass to all of the fermions and which does not affect our results, but rather improves
them.
We parametrize our ETC, or better our ignorance about a complete ETC theory, with the
(re)introduction of a single Higgs type doublet on the top of the minimal walking theory whose
main purpose is to give mass to the ordinary fermions. This simple construction leads to no
flavor changing neutral currents and does not upset the agreement with the precision tests which
our MWT theory already passes brilliantly. We are able to give mass to all of the fermions and
the contribution to the beta functions reads:
b3 =
4
3
Ng − 11 , (5.215)
b2 =
4
3
(Ng + 1)− 22
3
+
1
6
, (5.216)
b1 =
4
3
(Ng + 1) +
1
10
, (5.217)
leading to
Btheory = 0.71 , (5.218)
a value which, at the one loop level, is even closer to the experimental value of 0.72 than the
original MWT theory alone. The unification scale is also slightly higher than in MWT alone
and it is of the order of 1.2 × 1013 GeV. The ETC construction presented above has already
been used many times in the literature [119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124]. We find the results
very encouraging. We wish to add that the need for walking dynamics in the gauge sector is
important since it helps reducing the value of the S-parameter which is typically large even
before taking into account the problems due to the introduction of an ETC sector.
5.3 Adding Adjoint SM Matter: A novelty in Composite Higgs Models
We wish to improve on the unification point (before taking into account of possible ETC
type corrections) and delay it, energy-wise, to avoid the experimental bounds on the proton
decay.
We hence need a minimal modification of our extension of the SM with the following prop-
erties: i) it is natural, i.e. it does not reintroduce the hierarchy problem, ii) it does not affect the
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working technicolor sector, iii) it allows for a straightforward unification with a resulting theory
which is asymptotically free, iv) it yields a phenomenologically viable proton decay rate and
possibly leads also to dark matter candidates.
Point i) forces us to add new fermionic-type matter while ii) can be satisfied by modifying
the matter content of the SM per se. A simple thing to do is to explore the case in which we
consider adjoint fermionic matter for the strong and weak interactions. We will show that this
is sufficient to greatly improve the proton decay problem while also improving unification with
respect to the MWT theory. To be more specific, we add one colored Weyl fermion transform-
ing solely according to the adjoint representation of SU(3) and a Weyl fermion transforming
according to the adjoint representation of SUL(2). These fermions can be identified with the
gluino and wino in supersymmetric extensions of the SM. The big hierarchy is still under control
in the present model.
Since our theory is not supersymmetric the introduced fermions need not be degenerate with
the associated gauge bosons. Their masses can be of the order of, or larger than, the electroweak
scale. Finally, naturality does not forbid the presence of a fermion associated to the hypercharge
gauge boson and hence this degree of freedom may occur in the theory. Imagining a unification
of the value of the masses at the unification scale also requires the presence of such a U(1)
bino-type fermion.
In this case the one-loop beta function coefficients are
b3 =
4
3
Ng − 11 + 2 , (5.219)
b2 =
4
3
(
Ng + 1
)− 22
3
+
4
3
, (5.220)
b1 =
4
3
(
Ng + 1
)
. (5.221)
This gives Btheory = 13/18 ∼ 0.72(2) which is in excellent agreement with the experimental
value. Note also that the unification scale is MGUT ∼ 2.65× 1015GeV which brings the proton
decay within the correct order of magnitude set by experiments.
We can make the technicolor coupling unify with the SM couplings, as done in the MWT
section. Using Eq. (5.211), we find now X ∼ 108 GeV. We recall here that X is the scale above
which our technicolor theory becomes an SU(3) gauge theory with the fermions transforming
according to the fundamental representation.
It is phenomenologically appealing that the scale X is much higher than the electroweak
scale. This allows our technicolor coupling to walk for a sufficiently large range of energy to
allow for the introduction of extended technicolor interactions needed to give masses to the SM
particles.
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Figure 17: The running of the three SM gauge couplings in the new model with also adjoint
fermionic matter for the SM gauge groups.
5.3.1 Comparing with the MSSM
Unification of the SM gauge couplings is considered one of the strongest points in favor of a
supersymmetric extension of the SM and hence it is reasonable to compare our results with the
SUSY ones. In SUSY, one finds Btheory = 0.714 which is remarkably close to the experimental
value Bexp ∼ 0.72 but it is not better than the value predicted in the present model which
is 0.72(2). Obviously this comparison must be taken with a grain of salt since we still need
to provide mass to the SM fermions and take care of the threshold corrections. For example
according to the model introduced in section III, subsection G, to give masses to all of the
fermions yields a theoretical value for the unification which is around 0.76.
There are three possible candidates for dark matter here, depending on which one is the
lightest one and on the extended technicolor interactions which we have not yet specified but
that we will explore in the future: The chargeless fermion in the adjoint representation of
SU(2)L, i.e. the wino-like object as well as the bino-type one. The third possibility is the heavy
neutrino-like fermion whose dark matter potential features are being currently investigated [64].
We have introduced a technicolor model which leads to the unification of the SM gauge cou-
plings. At the one-loop level the model provides a higher degree of unification when compared
to other technicolor models and to the minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM.
The phenomenology, both for collider experiments and cosmology, of the present extension
of the SM is very rich and needs to be explored in much detail.
The model has many features in common with split and non-split supersymmetry [141, 142]
and also with models proposed in [150, 151] while others in common with technicolor.
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Figure 18: Left Panel: A zoom around the unification point of the running of the three SM
gauge couplings in the new model with extra fermionic adjoint matter for the SM gauge groups.
Right Panel: A zoom around the unification point for the couplings in the MSSM.
6 Conclusion
We summarized some of the features associated to dynamical breaking of the electroweak
symmetry. The status of the phase diagram for SU(N) gauge theories with fermionic matter
has been summarized. As a relevant example for breaking the electroweak symmetry dynami-
cally we introduced Minimal Walking Technicolor. Other extensions, such as partially gauged
and split technicolor have also been reviewed. Unification of the standard model gauge cou-
plings has been discussed within old and new technicolor models. A number of appendices
have been added to support the reader with group theoretical results, notation and some needed
technical information. In one of the appendices we have also discussed how to gain information
on the spectrum of new strongly coupled theories relevant for the dynamical breaking of the
electroweak theory using alternative large N limits.
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Figure 19: The running of the three SM gauge couplings as well as the technicolor one. MWT
is made to unify with the other three couplings by enhancing the gauge group from SU(2)
of technicolor to SU(3) while keeping the same fermionic matter content. We see that the
scale where this enhancement of the gauge group should dynamically occur to obtain complete
unification is around 108 GeV.
A Basic group theory relations
The Dynkin indices label the highest weight of an irreducible representation and uniquely
characterise the representations. The Dynkin indices for some of the most common represen-
tations are given in Table 6. For details on the concept of Dynkin indices see, for example
[152, 153].
For a representation, R, with the Dynkin indices (a1, a2, . . . , aN−2, aN−1) the quadratic
representation Dynkin indices
singlet (000. . . 00)
fundamental (F) (100. . . 00)
antifundamental (F¯) (000. . . 01)
adjoint (G) (100. . . 01)
n-index symmetric (Sn) (n00. . . 00)
2-index antisymmetric (A2) (010. . . 00)
Table 6: Examples for Dynkin indices for some common representations.
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Casimir operator reads [154]
2N C2(R) =
N−1∑
m=1
[N(N −m)mam +m(N −m)am2 +
m−1∑
n=0
2n(N −m)anam] (A.222)
and the dimension of R is given by
d(R) =
N−1∏
p=1
{
1
p!
N−1∏
q=p
[
p∑
r=q−p+1
(1 + ar)
]}
, (A.223)
which gives rise to the following structure
d(R) = (1 + a1)(1 + a2) . . . (1 + aN−1)×
×(1 + a1+a2
2
) . . . (1 + aN−2+aN−1
2
)×
×(1 + a1+a2+a3
3
) . . . (1 + aN−3+aN−2+aN−1
3
)×
× · · · ×
×(1 + a1+···+aN−1
N−1 ). (A.224)
The Young tableau associated to a given Dynkin index (a1, a2, . . . , aN−2, aN−1) is easily con-
structed. The length of row i (that is the number of boxes per row) is given in terms of the
Dynkin indices by the expression ri =
∑N−1
i ai. The length of each column is indicated by ck;
k can assume any positive integer value. Indicating the total number of boxes associated to a
given Young tableau with b one has another compact expression for C2(R),
2N C2(R) = N
[
bN +
∑
i
r2i −
∑
i
c2i −
b2
N
]
, (A.225)
and the sums run over each column and row.
B Realization of the generators for MWT
It is convenient to use the following representation of SU(4)
Sa =
(
A B
B† −AT
)
, X i =
(
C D
D† CT
)
, (B.226)
where A is hermitian, C is hermitian and traceless, B = −BT and D = DT . The S are also a
representation of the SO(4) generators, and thus leave the vacuum invariant SaE+ESaT = 0 .
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Explicitly, the generators read
Sa =
1
2
√
2
(
τa 0
0 −τaT
)
, a = 1, . . . , 4 , (B.227)
where a = 1, 2, 3 are the Pauli matrices and τ 4 = 1. These are the generators of SUV (2)×
UV (1).
Sa =
1
2
√
2
(
0 Ba
Ba† 0
)
, a = 5, 6 , (B.228)
with
B5 = τ 2 , B6 = iτ 2 . (B.229)
The rest of the generators which do not leave the vacuum invariant are
X i =
1
2
√
2
(
τ i 0
0 τ iT
)
, i = 1, 2, 3 , (B.230)
and
X i =
1
2
√
2
(
0 Di
Di† 0
)
, i = 4, . . . , 9 , (B.231)
with
D4 = 1 , D6 = τ 3 , D8 = τ 1 ,
D5 = i1 , D7 = iτ 3 , D9 = iτ 1 .
(B.232)
The generators are normalized as follows
Tr
[
SaSb
]
=
1
2
δab , ,Tr
[
X iXj
]
=
1
2
δij , Tr
[
X iSa
]
= 0 . (B.233)
C Vector Mesons as Gauge Fields
We show how to rewrite the vector meson Lagrangian in a gauge invariant way. We assume
the scalar sector to transform according to a given but otherwise arbitrary representation of the
flavor symmetry group G. This is a straightforward generalization of the Hidden Local Gauge
symmetry idea [155, 156], used in a similar context for the BESS models [116]. At the tree
approximation this approach is identical to the one introduced first in [157, 158].
C.1 Introducing Vector Mesons
Let us start with a generic flavor symmetry groupG under which a scalar fieldM transforms
globally in a given, but generic, irreducible representation R. We also introduce an algebra
valued one-form A = Aµdxµ taking values in a copy of the algebra of the group G, call it G′,
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Table 7: Field content
G G′
M R 1
N
Aµ 1 Adj
i.e.
Aµ = A
a
µT
a , with T a ∈ A(G′) . (C.234)
At this point the full group structure is the semisimple group G × G′. M does not transform
under G′. Given that M and A belong to two different groups we need another field to connect
the two. We henceforth introduce a new scalar field N transforming according to the funda-
mental of G and to the antifundamental of G′. We then upgrade A to a gauge field over G′. The
covariant derivative for N is:
DµN = ∂µN + i g˜ N Aµ . (C.235)
We now force N to acquire the following vacuum expectation value
〈N ij〉 = δij v′ , (C.236)
which leaves the diagonal subgroup - denoted with GV - of G × G′ invariant. Clearly GV is
a copy of G. Note that it is always possible to arrange a suitable potential term for N leading
to the previous pattern of symmetry breaking. v/v′ is expected to be much less than one and
the unphysical massive degrees of freedom associated to the fluctuations of N will have to be
integrated out. The would-be Goldstone bosons associated to N will become the longitudinal
components of the massive vector mesons.
To connect A to M we define the one-form transforming only under G via N which - in the
deeply spontaneously broken phase of N - reads:
Tr[NN †]
dim(F )
Pµ =
DµNN
† −NDµN †
2 ig˜
, Pµ → uPµu† , (C.237)
with u being an element of G and dim(F ) the dimension of the fundamental representation of
G. When evaluating Pµ on the vacuum expectation value for N we recover Aµ:
〈Pµ〉 = Aµ . (C.238)
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At this point it is straightforward to write the Lagrangian containing N , M and A and their
self-interactions. Being in the deeply broken phase of G × G′ down to GV we count N as a
dimension zero field. This is consistent with the normalization for Pµ.
The simplest18 kinetic term of the Lagrangian is:
Lkinetic = −1
2
Tr [FµνF
µν ] +
1
2
Tr
[
DNDN †
]
+
1
2
Tr
[
∂M∂M †
]
. (C.239)
The second kinetic term will provide a mass to the vector mesons. Besides the potential terms
for M and N there is another part of the Lagrangian which is of interest to us. This is the one
mixing P and M . Up to dimension four and containing at most two powers of P and M this is:
LP−M = g˜2 r1 Tr
[
PµP
µMM †
]
+ g˜2 r2 Tr
[
PµMP
µTM †
]
+ i g˜ r3 Tr
[
Pµ
(
M(DµM)† − (DµM)M †)]+ g˜2 s Tr [PµP µ] Tr [MM †] .
(C.240)
The dimensionless parameters r1, r2, r3, s parameterize the strength of the interactions between
the composite scalars and vectors in units of g˜, and are therefore expected to be of order one. We
have assumed M to belong to the two index symmetric representation of a generic G= SU(N).
It is straightforward to generalize the previous terms to the case of an arbitrary representation R
with respect to any group G. Further higher derivative interactions including N can be included
systematically.
C.2 Further Gauging of G
In this case we add another gauge field Gµ taking values in the algebra of G. We then define
the correct covariant derivatives for M and N . For N , for example, we have:
DµN = ∂µN − i g GµN + i g˜ N Aµ . (C.241)
Evaluating the previous expression on the vacuum expectation value of N we recover the field
Cµ introduced in the text. To be more precise we need to use Pµ again but with the covariant
derivative for N replaced by the one in the equation above.
C.3 Effective Lagrangian and Mass Matrices
In this section we summarize and generalize the effective Lagrangians for the scalar and
vector sectors, and include the explicit mass matrices for the mixings of the composite vectors
with the fundamental gauge fields.
18Another nonminimal term is Tr
[
NFN†M(NFN†)TM†
]
.
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C.3.1 Scalar Sector
The composite scalars are assembled in the matrix M of Eq. (4.122). In terms of the mass
eigenstates this reads
M =

iΠUU + Π˜UU
iΠUD + Π˜UD√
2
σ + iΘ + iΠ0 +A0
2
iΠ+ +A+√
2
iΠUD + Π˜UD√
2
iΠDD + Π˜DD
iΠ− +A−√
2
σ + iΘ− iΠ0 −A0
2
σ + iΘ + iΠ0 +A0
2
iΠ− +A−√
2
iΠUU + Π˜UU
iΠUD + Π˜UD√
2
iΠ+ +A+√
2
σ + iΘ− iΠ0 −A0
2
iΠUD + Π˜UD√
2
iΠDD + Π˜DD

,
(C.242)
where σ = v + H . The Lagrangian for the Higgs sector, including the spontaneously broken
potential, and the ETC mass term for the uneaten Goldstone bosons, is
LHiggs = 1
2
Tr
[
DµMD
µM †
]
+
m2
2
Tr[MM †]
− λ
4
Tr
[
MM †
]2 − λ′Tr [MM †MM †]+ 2λ′′ [Det(M) + Det(M †)]
+
m2ETC
4
Tr
[
MBM †B +MM †
]
, (C.243)
where the covariant derivative is given by Eq. (4.133).
Table 8: Field content
G G′
M R 1
N
Aµ 1 Adj
Gµ Adj 1
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C.3.2 Vector Sector
In terms of the charge eigenstates the matrix Aµ is
Aµ =

a0µ + v0µ + v4µ
2
√
2
a+µ + v+µ
2
xµUU√
2
xµUD + s
µ
UD
2
a−µ + v−µ
2
−a0µ − v0µ + v4µ
2
√
2
xµUD − sµUD
2
xµDD√
2
xµ
UU√
2
xµ
UD
− sµ
UD
2
a0µ − v0µ − v4µ
2
√
2
a−µ − v−µ
2
xµ
UD
+ sµ
UD
2
xµ
DD√
2
a+µ − v+µ
2
−a0µ + v0µ − v4µ
2
√
2

.(C.244)
The most general Lagrangian for the gauge and vector fields can be conveniently written using
the N and Pµ fields of appendix C. Demanding CP invariance, and including terms up to
dimension four, we have
Lvector = − 1
2
Tr
[
W˜µνW˜
µν
]
− 1
4
Tr
[
BµνB
µν
]
− 1
2
Tr
[
FµνF
µν
]
+
1
2
Tr
[
DµN (D
µN)†
]
+
1
2
Tr
[
DµM (D
µM)†
]
+ g˜2 a1 Tr
[
PµP
µ
]2
+ g˜2 a2 Tr
[
PµP
µPνP
ν
]
+ g˜2 a3 Tr
[
PµPνP
µP ν
]
− i g˜ b Tr
[
[Pµ, Pν ]NF
µνN †
]
+ g˜2 r1 Tr
[
PµP
µMM †
]
+ g˜2 r2 Tr
[
PµMP
µTM †
]
+ i g˜ r3 Tr
[
Pµ
(
M(DµM)† − (DµM)M †) ]+ g˜2 s Tr[PµP µ]Tr[MM †] ,
(C.245)
where the field strength tensor F µν is given by Eq. (4.151), and the covariant derivatives of M
and N are respectively given by Eq. (4.133) and Eq. (C.241). Notice that we have excluded
the terms iTr [[Pµ, Pν ]Gµν ] and Tr
[
NFµνN
†Gµν
]
with order one couplings. There terms in the
limit of no weak interactions are reserved solely to technicolor interactions. Here Gµν contains
W˜ µν and Bµν .
The covariant derivative terms give rise to mass terms for the charged and neutral vector
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bosons:
Lmass =
(
W˜−µ v
−
µ a
−
µ
)
M2C
W˜+µv+µ
a+µ
+ 1
2
(
Bµ W˜
3
µ v
0
µ a
0
µ v
4
µ
)
M2N

Bµ
W˜ 3µ
v0µ
a0µ
v4µ
 ,(C.246)
where
M2C =

g2M2V (1 + ω)
g˜2
−gM
2
V√
2g˜
−gM
2
A(1− χ)√
2g˜
−gM
2
V√
2g˜
M2V 0
−gM
2
A(1− χ)√
2g˜
0 M2A

, (C.247)
M2N =

g′2M2V (1 + 2y
2 + ω)
g˜2
−gg
′M2V ω
g˜2
−g
′M2V√
2g˜
g′M2A(1− χ)√
2g˜
−g
′M2V (2y)√
2g˜
−gg
′M2V ω
g˜2
g2M2V (1 + ω)
g˜2
−gM
2
V√
2g˜
−gM
2
A(1− χ)√
2g˜
0
−g
′M2V√
2g˜
−gM
2
V√
2g˜
M2V 0 0
g′M2A(1− χ)√
2g˜
−gM
2
A(1− χ)√
2g˜
0 M2A 0
−g
′M2V (2y)√
2g˜
0 0 0 M2V

.
(C.248)
HereMV andMA are the masses of the vector and axial vector bosons in absence of electroweak
interactions, and are related by
M2A = M
2
V +
1
2
v2g˜2r2 . (C.249)
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 Figure 20: Rainbow approximation for the fermion self energy function. The boson is a gluon.
The parameters ω and χ are defined by
ω ≡ v
2g˜2
4M2V
(1 + r2 − 2r3)
χ ≡ v
2g˜2
2M2A
r3 , (C.250)
where χ has been used already in Eq. (4.169).
The vector baryons do not mix with the fundamental gauge fields and thus their masses do
not receive tree-level electroweak corrections. Therefore, xUU , xUD, and xDD are axial mass
eigenstates, and sUD is a vector mass eigenstate:
MxUU = MxUD = MxDD = MA ,
MsUD = MV . (C.251)
D Rainbow Approximation
For nonsupersymmetric theories one way to get quantitative estimates is to use the rainbow
approximation to the Schwinger-Dyson equation [159], see Fig. 20.
In this case the full nonperturbative fermion propagator in momentum space reads
iS−1(p) = Z(p)
(
/p− Σ(p)
)
, (D.252)
and the Euclidianized gap equation in Landau gauge is given by
Σ(p) = 3C2(R)
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
α ((k − p)2)
(k − p)2
Σ(k2)
Z(k2)k2 + Σ2(k2)
, (D.253)
where Z(k2) = 1 in this approximation and we linearize the equation by neglecting Σ2(k2) in
the denominator. Upon converting it to a differential equation and assuming that the coupling
α(µ) ≈ αc is varying slowly (β(α) ' 0) one gets the approximate (WKB) solutions [160]
Σ(p) ∝ p−γ(µ) , Σ(p) ∝ pγ(µ)−2 , (D.254)
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where the critical coupling is given in terms of the quadratic Casimir of the fermions represen-
tation
αc ≡ pi
3C2(R)
. (D.255)
The anomalous dimension of the fermion mass operator is
γ(µ) = 1−
√
1− α(µ)
αc
∼ 3C2(R)α(µ)
2pi
. (D.256)
The first solution corresponds to the running of an ordinary mass term (hard mass) of nondy-
namical origin and the second solution to a soft mass dynamically generated. In fact in the
second case one observes the 1/p2 behavior in the limit of large momentum.
Within this approximation spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs when α reaches the crit-
ical coupling αc given in Eq. (D.255). From Eq. (D.256) it is clear that αc is reached when γ is
of order unity [73, 72]. Hence the symmetry breaking occurs when the soft and the hard mass
terms scale as function of the energy scale in the same way. In Ref. [72], it was noted that in the
lowest (ladder) order, the gap equation leads to the condition γ(2− γ) = 1 for chiral symmetry
breaking to occur. To all orders in perturbation theory this condition is gauge invariant and also
equivalent nonperturbatively to the condition γ = 1. However, to any finite order in perturba-
tion theory these conditions are, of course, different. Interestingly the condition γ(2 − γ) = 1
leads again to the critical coupling αc when using the perturbative leading order expression for
the anomalous dimension which is γ = 3C2(R)
2pi
α .
E Universal Electroweak Corrections for (Walking) Techni-
color
Using our low energy effective theory the 7 parameters defined in [25] read:
Sˆ =
(2− χ)χg2
2g˜2 + (2− 2χ+ χ2)g2 , (E.257)
Tˆ = 0 , (E.258)
W = M2W
g2(M2A + (χ− 1)2M2V )
(2g˜2 + (2 + (χ− 2)χ)g2)M2AM2V
, (E.259)
Y = M2W
g′2((1 + 4y2)M2A + (χ− 1)2M2V )
(2g˜2 + (2 + 4y2 + (χ− 2)χ)g′2)M2AM2V
, (E.260)
Uˆ = 0 , (E.261)
V = 0 , (E.262)
X = g g′
M2W
M2AM
2
V
M2A − (χ− 1)2M2V√
(2g˜2 + (2− 2χ+ χ2)g2)(2g˜2 + (2 + 4y2 − 2χ+ χ2)g′2) .(E.263)
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In these expressions the coupling constants g, g′ and g˜ are the ones in the Lagrangian associated
to the yet to be diagonalized spin one states. W , Y and X are sensitive to the ratio M2W/M
2
with M2 the lightest of the massive spin one fields.
F Spectrum of Strongly Coupled Theories: Higgsless versus
Higgsfull theories
Often, in the literature, a number of incorrect statements are made when discussing the
spectrum of technicolor theories. Here we will try to clarify first the situation in QCD and then
show how to use new analytic means to gain control over the spectrum of strongly coupled
theories with fermions in higher dimensional representations.
One approach is based on studying the theory in the large number of colors (N) limit [18,
19]. At the same time one may obtain more information by requiring the theory to model
the (almost) spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry [161, 162]. A standard test case, for
ordinary QCD, is pion pion scattering in the energy range up to about 1 GeV. Some time ago,
an attempt was made [163, 164] to implement this combined scenario. We used pion pion
scattering to provide some insight on the low lying hadronic spectrum of QCD.
Before turning to the spectrum of the lightest composite states in QCD we offer a simple
definition of Higgsless theory: If the composite state with the same quantum numbers of the
Higgs is not the lightest particle in the spectrum after the Goldstones then the theory is Higgs-
less. In practice we will use the massive spin one states to compare the mass of the composite
Higgs with.
F.1 The lightest composite scalars in QCD
The scalar sector of QCD and any technicolor theory constitutes a complicated sector. For
QCD, in [165], using the ’t Hooft large N limit, chiral dynamics and unitarity constraints the
f0(600) resonance mass was found to be around 550 MeV. Other authors [166, 167, 168] have
found similar results. Such a low value would make it different from a p-wave quark-antiquark
state, which is expected to be in the 1000-1400 MeV range. We assume then that it is a four
quark state (glueball states are expected to be in the 1.5 GeV range from lattice investigations).
Four quark states of diquark-quark type [169, 170] and meson-meson type [171] have been
discussed in the literature for many years. Accepting this picture, however, poses a problem
for the accuracy of the large N inspired description of the scattering since four quark states are
predicted not to exist in the large N limit of QCD. We shall take the point of view that a four
quark type state is present since it allows a natural fit to the low energy data. In practice, since
the parameters of the pion contact and rho exchange contributions are fixed, the sigma is the
most important one for fitting and fits may even be achieved [172] if the vector meson piece is
neglected. However the well established, presumably four quark type, f0(980) resonance must
be included to achieve a fit in the region just around 1 GeV.
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There is by now a fairly large literature [173] on the effect of light “exotic” scalars in low en-
ergy meson meson scattering. There seems to be a consenesus, arrived at using rather different
approaches (keeping however, unitarity), that the sigma exists.
Here we use two large N limits of QCD as well as our information on the low lying spectrum
of QCD to extract information on the spectrum of the lightest states for strongly coupled theo-
ries with fermions in various representations of the underlying strongly coupled gauge group.
Lifting the strongly coupled scale to the electroweak one for theories with underlying fermions
in two index representations we will show that the light scalar with the same quantum numbers
of the Higgs is lighter than the lightest techni-vector meson.
F.2 Scalars in the ’t Hooft Large N: Higgsless theories
We concentrate on the lightest scalar f0(600) and on the vector meson ρ(770). The qq¯ nature
of the vector meson is clear. This means that its mass does not scale with the number of colors
while its width decrease as 1/N . We argued above that f0(600) is a multiquark state. In this
case its mass scales with a positive power of N and its width remains constant or grows with N.
In formulae:
m2ρ ∼ Λ2QCD , Γρ ∼
1
N
(F.264)
m2f0 ∼ NpΛ2QCD , Γf0 ∼ N q , (F.265)
with p > 0 and q > −1.
Scaling up these results to the electroweak theory is straightforward. We first generalize the
number of technidoublets gauged under the electroweak theory as well the number of techni-
colors NTC , holding fixed the weak scale we have:
MTρ =
√
2vweak
Fpi
√
3√
NDNTC
mρ (F.266)
MTf0 =
√
2vweak
Fpi
√
ND
(
NTC√
3
) p−1
2
mf0 , (F.267)
where ND is the number of doublets, vweak is the electroweak scale and the extra
√
2 is due to
our normalization of the pion decay constant. Note that for p = 0 and q = −1 the f0(600) would
scale like the ρ and would then be regarded as a quark-antiquark meson at large N . However, as
we mentioned, there are, by now, strong indications that this state is not of qq¯ nature and hence
p > 0 and q > −1.
Let us choose for definitiveness p = 1. Already for NTC ∼ 6, for any ND the scalar is
heavier than the vector meson. Hence for fermions in the fundamental representation of the
technicolor theory we expect no scalars lighter than the respective vector mesons for any NTC
larger than or about 6 technicolors. It is hence fair to call these theories Higgsless. Note that
the previous statements may be altered if the theory features walking dynamics.
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F.3 Alternative Large N limits
The previous results are in agreement with the common lore about the light spectrum of
QCD-like theories. Interestingly even if for N=3 one has a scalar state lighter than the lightest
vector meson it becomes heavier already for N>6. Clearly the reason behind this is that, due
to its multiquark nature, the lightest state possesses different scaling properties than the vector
meson. The situation changes when we consider alternative extensions of QCD using higher
dimensional representations. At large N different extensions capture different dynamical prop-
erties of QCD.
F.3.1 The Two Index Antisymmetric Fermions - Link to QCD
Consider redefining the N = 3 quark field with color index A (and flavor index not written)
as
qA =
1
2
ABCq
[B,C] , q[B,C] = −q[C,B], (F.268)
so that, for example, q1 = q23 and similarly for the adjoint field, q¯1 = q¯23 etc. This is just a
trivial change of variables. However for N > 3 the resulting theory will be different since the
two index antisymmetric quark representation hasN(N−1)/2 rather thanN color components.
As was pointed out by Corrigan and Ramond [174], who were mainly interested in the problem
of the baryons at large N, this shows that the extrapolation of QCD to higher N is not unique.
Further investigation of the properties of the alternative extrapolation model introduced in [174]
was carried out by Kiritsis and Papavassiliou [175].
It may be worthwhile to remark that gauge theories with two index quarks have gotten a
great deal of attention. Armoni, Shifman and Veneziano [92] have proposed an interesting re-
lation between certain sectors of the two index antisymmetric (and symmetric) theories at large
number of colors and sectors of super Yang-Mills (SYM). Using a supersymmetric inspired
effective Lagrangian approach 1/N corrections were investigated in [176].
Besides these two limits a third one for massless one-flavor QCD, which is in between the
’t Hooft and Corrigan Ramond ones, has been been proposed in [177]. Here one first splits
the QCD Dirac fermion into the two elementary Weyl fermions and afterwards assigns one of
them to transform according to a rank-two antisymmetric tensor while the other remains in the
fundamental representation of the gauge group. For three colors one reproduces one-flavor QCD
and for a generic number of colors the theory is chiral. The generic N is a particular case of the
generalized Georgi-Glashow (gGG) model [178]. The finite temperature phase transition and
its relation with chiral symmetry has been investigated in [76] while the effects of a nonzero
baryon chemical potential were studied in [179]. On the validity of the large N equivalence
between different theories we refer the reader to [180, 181].
To illustrate the large N counting when quarks are designated to transform according to the
two index antisymmetric representation of color SU(3) one may employ [18] the mnemonic
where each tensor index of this group is represented by a directed line. Then the quark-quark
gluon interaction is pictured as in Fig. 21. The two index quark is pictured as two lines with
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Figure 21: Two index fermion - gluon vertex.
arrows pointing in the same direction, as opposed to the gluon which has two lines with arrows
pointing in opposite directions. The coupling constant representing this vertex is taken to be
gt/
√
N , where gt does not depend on N and is kept fixed.
A “one point function”, like the pion decay constant, Fpi has as it’s simplest diagram, Fig. 22
Figure 22: Diagram for Fpi for the two index quark.
The X represents a pion insertion and is associated with a normalization factor for the color
part of the pion’s wavefunction,
√
2√
N(N − 1) , (F.269)
which scales for large N as 1/N . The two circles each carry a quark index so their factor scales
as N2 for large N; more precisely, taking the antisymmetry into account, the factor is
N(N − 1)
2
. (F.270)
The product of Eqs. (F.269) and (F.270) yields the N scaling for Fpi:
F 2pi (N) =
N(N − 1)
6
F 2pi (3). (F.271)
For large N, Fpi scales proportionately to N rather than to
√
N as in the case of the ’t Hooft
extrapolation.
Using this scaling the pipi scatttering amplitude, A scales as,
A(N) =
6
N(N − 1)A(3), (F.272)
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which, for large N scales as 1/N2 rather than as 1/N in the ’t Hooft extrapolation. This scaling
law for large N may be verified from the mnemonic in Fig. 23, where there is an N2 factor from
the two loops multiplied by four factors of 1/N from the X’s.
Figure 23: Diagram for the scattering amplitude, A with the 2 index quark.
There is still another different feature with respect to the ’t Hooft expansion; consider the
typical pipi scattering diagram with an extra internal (two index) quark loop, as shown in Fig. 24.
Figure 24: Diagram for the scattering amplitude, A including an internal 2 index quark loop.
In this diagram there are four X’s (factor from Eq.(F.269)), five index loops (factor from
Eq.(F.270)) and six gauge coupling constants. These combine to give a large N scaling behav-
ior proportional to 1/N2 for the pipi scattering amplitude. We see that diagrams with an extra
internal 2 index quark loop are not suppressed compared to the leading diagrams. This is anal-
ogous, as pointed out in [175], to the behavior of diagrams with an extra gluon loop in the ’t
Hooft extrapolation scheme. Now, Fig. 24 is a diagram which can describe a sigma particle
exchange. Thus in the 2 index quark scheme, “exotic” four quark resonances can appear at the
leading order in addition to the usual two quark resonances. The possibility of a sigma-type
state appearing at leading order means that one can construct a unitary pipi amplitude already at
N = 3 in the 2 antisymmetric index scheme. From the point of view of low energy pipi scatter-
ing, it seems to be unavoidable to say that the 2 index scheme is more realistic than the ’t Hooft
scheme given the existence of a four quark type sigma.
Of course, the usual ’t Hooft extrapolation has a number of other things to recommend it.
These include the fact that nearly all meson resonances seem to be of the quark- antiquark type,
the OZI rule predicted holds to a good approximation and baryons emerge in an elegant way as
solitons in the model.
A fair statement is that each extrapolation emphasizes different aspects of N = 3 QCD. In
particular, the usual scheme is not really a replacement for the true theory. That appears to be
the meaning of the fact that the continuation to N > 3 is not unique.
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F.3.2 Quarks in two index symmetric color representation
Clearly the assignment of femions to the two index symmetric representation of color SU(3)
is very similar to the previous case. We denote the fields as,
q{AB} = q{BA} . (F.273)
There will beN(N+1)/2 different color states for the two index symmetric quarks. This means
that there is no value of N for which the symmetric theory can be made to correspond to true
QCD. On the other hand, for large N we can make the approximation
Asym(N) ≈ Aasym(N), (F.274)
for the pipi scattering amplitude.
As far as the large N counting goes, the mnemonics in Figs. 21-24 are still applicable to the
case of quarks in the two index symmetric color representation. For not so large N, the scaling
factor for the pion insertion is
√
2√
N(N + 1)
, (F.275)
and the pion decay constant scales as
F sympi (N) ∝
√
N(N + 1)
2
. (F.276)
.
With the identification AQCD = Aasym(3), the use of Eq.(F.274) enables us to estimate the
large N scattering amplitude as,
Asym(N) ≈ 6
N2
AQCD. (F.277)
In applications to minimal walking technicolor theories this formula is useful for making
estimates involving weak gauge bosons via the Goldstone boson equivalence theorem [182].
Finally we remark on the large N scaling rules for meson and glueball masses and decays in
either the two index antisymmetric or two index symmetric schemes. Both meson and glueball
masses scale as (N)0. Furthermore, all six reactions of the type
a→ b+ c, (F.278)
where a,b and c can stand for either a meson or a glueball, scale as 1/N . This is illustrated in
Fig. 25 for the case of a meson decaying into two glueballs; note that the glueball insertion
scales as 1/N and that two interaction vertices are involved.
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Figure 25: Diagram for meson decay into two glueballs.
F.3.3 Spectrum for Higher Dimensional Representations: Higgsfull theories
Combining our knowledge of the QCD spectrum together with the rules above for the two
index antisymmetric representation we deduce the following large N scaling:
m2ρ ∼ Λ2QCD , Γρ ∼
2
N(N − 1) (F.279)
m2f0 ∼ Λ2QCD , Γf0 ∼
2
N(N − 1) . (F.280)
The fact that in QCD the state f0(600) is not narrow indicates that the unknown coefficient in
the expression for the width, expected to be order one, is large. However, as we increase the
number of colors we expect this state to become quickly narrow. Scaling up these results for a
technicolor theory with NTC colors and fermions in the two index antisymmetric representation
we have:
MTρ =
√
2vweak
Fpi
√
3
√
2√
NDNTC(NTC − 1)
mρ (F.281)
MTf0 =
√
2vweak
Fpi
√
3
√
2√
NDNTC(NTC − 1)
mf0 . (F.282)
The input values here are the QCD masses for f0(600) and ρ(770). Differently from the ’t
Hooft case the scalar will remain lighter than the associate technivector meson for any number
of technicolors. Finally, increasing the number of technicolors and techniflavors we can achieve
a very light scalar, lighter then its own technivector. Since in these theories one cannot differ-
entiate a fermion-antifermion state from a multi fermion states we map the lightest scalar into
the composite Higgs.
So, even without invoking walking dynamics, higher dimensional representations provide
a composite Higgs lighter than the technivector meson. These theories are Higgsfull for any
number of colors.
One can pass from the two index antisymmetric to the two index symmetric by replacing
NTC − 1 with NTC + 1 in the expressions above and matching the result at infinite number
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of colors. In Fig. 26 the physical spectrum of spin one vector bosons and the lightest scalar
is reported in TeV units in the case of two doublets (ND = 2 ) of technifermions for different
number of colors. At N = 3 we match the spectrum to QCD for the two index antisymmetric
representation. On the left panel we draw the spectrum for the two index antisymmetric exten-
sion of QCD while on the right we consider the two index symmetric representation normalized
at large N with the two index antisymmetric one. For any ND and NTC the scalar is always
lighter than the associated vector meson. In the case of the two index symmetric on approaches
light masses a little faster when increasing the number of colors.
Figure 26: Mass of the lightest vector meson (higher curve) and scalar meson (lower curve) as
function of the number of colors in TeV units. AtN = 3 we match the spectrum to QCD for the
two index antisymmetric representation. Here we use ND = 2. On the left panel we draw the
spectrum for the two index antisymmetric extension of QCD while on the right we consider the
two index symmetric representation. Note that now for any ND and NTC the scalar is always
lighter than the associated vector meson.
Above we demonstrated that i) It is possible to have composite theories which are Higgsfull
ii) the resulting composite Higgs is light with respect to the TeV scale. The comparison with
precision data must then be revised for these theories since the associated S parameter constraint
changes. Note that in the proof we used only a straightforward geometrical scaling.
What happens to the mass of the composite Higgs in the case of walking? By increasing
the number of flavors all of the composite states from the chiral-symmetric broken side become
massless when reaching the fixed point since the only invariant scale of the theory vanishes
there [183]. This is supported by lattice simulations [70]. We are, however, interested in the
ratio between the masses of the various states to the pion decaying constant which is fixed to
be the electroweak scale. Simple arguments suggest that if the transition is second order then
there will be a light composite Higgs or else its mass to decay constant ratio will not vanish near
the conformal point. In any event one can write a low energy effective action for the composite
scalar with the quantum numbers of the Higgs – treating it as a dilaton – using trace and axial
anomaly as well as chiral symmetry as done in [184]. A similar analysis using trace anomaly
has been also discussed in [185]. The resulting action contains, by construction, non-analitc
powers of the composite Higgs field [184] and must be treated as generating functional for the
anomalous transformations of the underlying dynamics.
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The possibility of a light composite Higgs in (walking) technicolor was first advocated in
[113, 7, 8, 10] and also proposed in [185] and [186]. Since, as shown above using standard
scaling arguments, it is possible to construct technicolor theories with a light composite Higgs
it is relevant to study its phenomenological signatures [132, 187].
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